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Abstract
In this work, a method for determining a vehicle’s center-of-gravity using traditional
commercially available sensors is developed. The method relies on using an accelerometer array
along with rate gyro measurements for determining the linear acceleration of the vehicle along
all directions at the center-of-gravity location. Once the acceleration at the center-of-gravity is
formulated the location can be estimated by resolving measurements of acceleration not located
at the center-of-gravity to the center-of-gravity location. Known kinematic equations are used to
transform the accelerations at the instrument locations to the center-of-gravity location. An
online parameter estimator is used to localize the center-of-gravity using a real-time resolution
process. The algorithm uses known physics-based kinematic relationships among the
accelerometer sensor array arranged in a unique configuration avoiding singularities for
estimating the acceleration at the center-of-gravity location of a rigid body. An extensive
simulation study was completed to evaluate the performance of the center-of-gravity localizer
real-time estimator and resulting algorithms. A full nonlinear model of a flight vehicle was used
for the simulation study. Multiple case scenarios were evaluated such as a slow moving centerof-gravity location and abrupt change as well along with various flight maneuver types. Results
of the simulation study proved the feasibility of using traditional type measurements for
accurately localizing the center-of-gravity of a vehicle.
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1.0

Problem Introduction

Understanding the center-of-gravity (cg) of a vehicle is crucial for safe operations of
vehicles. Dynamic changes in the cg, such as fuel sloshing in a storage tank or passengers
moving within a vehicle, can impede the vehicle’s handling abilities. Improper vehicle loading
can result in severe and sometimes fatal vehicle mishaps such a ground vehicle rollover [1] and
loss of flight vehicle control resulting in a stick-fixed neutral point beyond the capability of the
flight vehicle to maintain adequate control for compensation [2] [3] [4] [5]. Estimating the cg
location is also critical to establish aircraft fatigue and to estimate life expectancy. Currently
these values are calculated using data recorded manually both in flight and on the ground. This is
a time-consuming process involving constant manpower which often results in human error. For
example, if a cargo load is dropped or moved during flight, a log of what and when the cargo
change occurred is necessary for an updating the cg location. Also, under this current method if
there is not a fuel level indicator that is recorded in real-time, assumptions have to be made about
the fuel burn rate. This situation often results in estimates that are overly conservative to ensure
that the aircraft is not overloaded or overstressed.
Current approaches to calculating the center-of-gravity include manual load testing [6],
which does not account for dynamic changes to the vehicle into account, or the use of complex
models [7], which are time consuming to develop and often are inaccurate. Also, human-based
estimates are error prone and therefore require redundancy, further complicating the process.
Current approaches are impractical for many mission requirements and vehicle applications.
Therefore, there is a clear need for the development of a highly efficient, dynamic vehicle cg
estimation method using only traditional sensor measurements with minimal human interaction
that is valid in all operating regimes and vehicle loading conditions with no idealization or
knowledge of vehicle system models.
In order to estimate the cg location using a physics-based kinematic method, the
acceleration at the cg must be found. Accelerometers arrays are commonly implemented in
vehicles for acceleration and attitude tracking in rigid bodies. As Micro-Electro-Mechanical
System (MEMS) technology has advanced, accelerometers have improved and become cheaper,
allowing many different types to become commercially available at a low price. Despite various
detection methods for accelerometers, such as piezoelectric, piezoresistive, capacitive,
ferroelectric, and electromagnetic [8], all accelerometers output acceleration in one, two, or three
axes. Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) used widely for the aeronautics and defense industries
are part of a large growing market for accelerometers [9]. IMUs are a combination of
accelerometers and gyroscopes, usually on one chip, that track inertial vehicle movements. A
traditional IMU employs a tri-axial accelerometer at the center-of-gravity and a three-axis rate
gyroscope [10]. The problem in implementing a traditional IMU for practical use is uncertainties
in the location of the cg. With the center-of-gravity prone to change, in most cases during
midflight, placing the accelerometer exactly at the center-of-gravity can be near impossible. A
10

possible solution is to localize the cg location and correct linear accelerations sensed by the IMU
to the cg location. Center-of-gravity estimations are not limited to airplanes and can also be used
in automobiles, submarines, robotics, and ships.
In this work, a novel physics-based algorithm, along with a low cost traditional sensor
array, is proposed for estimating the cg location with a high degree of accuracy. The algorithm
runs in real-time using only traditional sensor measurement inputs that can be integrated into
ground, sea, and air vehicles. The estimator will be able to calculate and track the vehicle’s cg
location in various dynamic condition scenarios. Measurement data will be gathered from an
array of four tri-axial accelerometers and a gyroscope for this work.

1.1

Literature Review

To calculate the center-of-gravity several methods have been used in the past. The
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) [6] provides a procedure where an aircraft is placed on
jacks and weighted in several locations in order to determine the aircraft’s center-of-gravity.
However, weighing an aircraft can be difficult especially if it is a large commercial jet. In
addition, this method does not consider changes in the center-of-gravity during flight. In order to
increase the accuracy of this method, highly detailed models have been used to estimate the
center-of-gravity despite shifts in the center-of-gravity. Cummins [11] created an improved
method for testing the center-of-gravity for static and dynamic cases. For the static procedure
loads were measured on the landing gear or struts, and for the dynamic procedure the center-ofgravity was tested with accelerometers and model frequencies. Komendat [12] used
accelerometers to calculate the center-of-gravity through simulation, however; the method
required an accurate estimation of the vehicle’s attitude information which is not possible in
most cases. Manual calculations using estimated payload weight and distributions to locate the
center-of-gravity, are time consuming and contains many uncertainties. Long [13] suggests using
landing gear strut information to estimate the cg location but this approach is difficult and costly
to implement in existing vehicles.
The use of mathematical models of vehicles is alternate method that can be employed to
localize a vehicle’s cg. Yang [7] creates a complicated model of an aircraft, while including the
moving parts on-board the aircraft, such as equipment, passengers, and cargo. Real-time
simulations are then used to estimate the cg location. Abraham [14] created a method to
implement weight and center-of-mass estimation while an aircraft is in-flight using an extended
Kalman filter for helicopters. The method accounts for in changes due to dropping off and
picking up loads, hovering and forwards flight. Idan [15] used neural networks to create a model
for aircrafts to estimate its parameters. Although the neural network method is different from
typical aerodynamic simulations it still requires aerodynamic data from modeling and testing.
Zhang [16] created a model and used an adaptive weighted data fusion to estimate the cg
location. However, to create the model, assumptions must be considered about the amount and
weight of the passengers and loads which can lead to large inaccuracies. Mathematical models
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such as those used by Yang, Abraham, and Idan can have large errors due to human error and
degradations in the vehicle’s performance. In addition, models are time consuming to create and
the models must be reformulated for different vehicles and are also often inaccurate for use in
estimating a vehicle’s cg to a high degree of accuracy.
Palunko [17] used an adaptive tracking controller based on output feedback linearization
that locates the dynamic cg location for quadcopters. However, Palunko’s method failed when
the load is unbalanced. This model is also specific to quadcopters and cannot be utilized without
modification to other type of vehicles. Jun [18] employed an online estimator using multiaccelerometers to estimate the center-of-gravity in a spacecraft. To simplify basic kinematic
equations the development assumed when the spacecraft is in steady-state the acceleration at the
center-of-gravity is zero. The real-time estimator used was the least squared method. While this
method received relatively accurate precision with an error less than 2mm, 12 accelerometers are
needed which is much larger set than proposed here. Manshadi [19] used a kinematics approach
for estimation of the cg. A relative-acceleration equation was used as a model structure while
unknown parameters are estimated to find the location of the cg and including the acceleration at
the center-of-gravity. However, estimating unknown parameters leads to errors in the localizing
the cg and also required large vehicle movements which is not possible for most vehicles.
One approach is to estimate the acceleration at the cg location and use acceleration
information at the instrument location to localize the cg. This approach has been attempted in the
past using various accelerometer arrays. For example, Lin [20] used three dual-axial
accelerometers to create an array for which the linear acceleration at the cg can be estimated.
However, as cited by the author, if the apparatus is not placed at the center-of-gravity, then one
must use the distance from the center-of-gravity and the angular acceleration found from a
gyroscope to calculate the acceleration at the center-of-gravity. This can then propagate the error
of the acceleration due to the error in finding the distance and deriving the angular acceleration.
Padgonkar [21] focused on using a nine-accelerometer configuration in order to calculate the
angular acceleration of a rigid body. The method requires the angular acceleration to be
integrated which can lead to large errors in the angular velocity. Tan [22] used an accelerometer
array with six accelerometers. The author also focused on developing an array that does not
require a gyroscope to measure the angular velocities, however, large magnitude maneuver
responses were required for localizing the cg which is not feasible. Parsa [23] created general
formulas for an accelerometer array which outputs the position and orientation of the rigid body.
The method does not rely on a specific accelerometer array but it can help create other arrays as
Parsa proposed a later paper [24]. Parsa created an all accelerometer IMU using twelve uniaxial
accelerometers. These accelerometers have specific locations on the surface of a cube where they
must be placed and severely limits what kind of object and where in the object it could be placed.
Al-Rawashdeh [25] uses an all-accelerometer based inertial measurement unit and an
extended Kalman filter to calculate the center-of-gravity. Two versions of accelerometers arrays
were examined, each arranged to form two rings with four accelerometer per ring and six
12

accelerometers per ring, for versions one and two respectively. Through testing of this method, it
was discovered that it required either large movements or the accelerometers must be an
enormous distance away from the center-of-gravity. The method is not practical in most vehicle
tracking applications. Al-Rawashdeh approach also used an open form solution, using three
equations to solve for six unknowns and is why large movements are required to accurate
localize the center-of-gravity location.
This work solves the aforementioned shortcomings by using a revolutionary process and
unique configuration for estimating the linear acceleration in all three directions at the cg
location. The method for estimating the linear accelerations at the cg location is a closed-form
solution resulting from using a unique configuration of a set of accelerometers placed in a
circular array. Once the linear accelerations at the cg location are known a real-time estimator is
used to isolate the cg location by transforming the accelerations at the instrument location to the
cg location. The real-time estimator is required since, although a closed-form solution exists in
finding the cg location, a singularity is present in the closed-form solution when no movement of
the vehicle occurs. In addition, the proposed method does not rely on a mathematical model of
the vehicle and solely uses physics-based kinematic relationships and therefore, is valid on any
vehicle that the system is placed on. In addition, little limitations are placed on the magnitude of
the maneuvers required for localizing the cg location using the proposed new approach compared
to previous methods cited above.
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2.0

Theoretical Basis

The theoretical basis for the underlying theory required in developing a real-time centerof-gravity localization algorithm using traditional type sensors is presented in this chapter.

2.1

Stick Neutral Point

The cg location is important for aircraft stability purposes. The stick neutral point is the
location of the aircraft cg where the airplane is neutrally statically stable. If the cg location is
further aft of this point the aircraft becomes statically unstable. Knowledge of the cg location can
determine if the aircraft is stable and how to distribute the weight on the aircraft properly in
order to obtain desired stability characteristics. The stick neutral point can be found from:
𝑥𝑁𝑃 𝑥𝑐𝑔 𝑑𝐶𝑚
=
−
𝑐̅
𝑐̅
𝑑𝐶𝐿
where

2.2

𝑑𝐶𝑚
𝑑𝐶𝐿

Eq. (1)

is the pitching coefficient about the center-of-gravity in relation to the lift coefficient.

Coordinate Transformation of Axes System

In order to find the acceleration at the center-of-gravity from the acceleration sensed by
accelerometers that are not typically located at the center-of-gravity, an axis transformation is
performed. The transform between two axis systems shown in Figure 1, transfers from the
center-of-gravity of the vehicle to the instrument axis system at point (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖 ). Both axes
rotation and axes translation can be performed. The derivation begins from the position vector
definition shown in Eq. (2) obtained from inspection of Figure 1.
𝑟⃑𝑝 = 𝑟⃑𝑖 + 𝑟⃑𝑝/𝑖

Eq. (2)

The derivative of Eq. (2) leads to the velocity equation in Eq. (4).
̇
𝑟⃑𝑝̇ = 𝑟⃑𝑖̇ + 𝑟⃑𝑝/𝑖

Eq. (3)

⃑⃑𝑝 = 𝑉
⃑⃑𝑖 + 𝜔
⃑⃑𝑝/𝑖 )𝑖
𝑉
⃑⃑ × 𝑟⃑𝑝/𝑖 + (𝑉

Eq. (4)

The derivative of Eq. (4) leads to the acceleration equation shown by Eq. (6).

̇ + (𝑉
⃑⃑𝑝̇ = 𝑉
⃑⃑̇𝑖 + 𝜔
⃑⃑̇𝑝/𝑖 )𝑖 + 𝜔
⃑⃑𝑝/𝑖 )𝑖
𝑉
⃑⃑̇ × 𝑟⃑𝑝/𝑖 + 𝜔
⃑⃑ × 𝑟⃑𝑝/𝑖
⃑⃑ × (𝑉

Eq. (5)

⃑⃑𝑝/𝑖 )𝑖
𝑎⃑𝑝 = 𝑎⃑𝑖 + 𝜔
⃑⃑̇ × 𝑟⃑𝑝/𝑖 + 𝜔
⃑⃑ × (𝜔
⃑⃑ × 𝑟⃑𝑝/𝑖 ) + (𝑎⃑𝑝/𝑖 )𝑖 + 𝜔
⃑⃑ × (𝑉

Eq. (6)
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⃑⃑𝑝/𝑖 )𝑖 = 0
Solving for the acceleration at the instrument axis, 𝑎⃑𝑖 . And assuming (𝑎⃑𝑝/𝑖 )𝑖 = (𝑉
results in:
𝑎⃑𝑖 = 𝑎⃑𝑝 − (𝜔
⃑⃑̇ × 𝑟⃑𝑝/𝑖 + 𝜔
⃑⃑ × (𝜔
⃑⃑ × 𝑟⃑𝑝/𝑖 ))

Eq. (7)

Expanding the angular velocity, 𝜔
⃑⃑, angular acceleration, 𝜔
⃑⃑̇ , and the distance component, 𝑟⃑𝑝/𝑖
into directional rectangular components (Eq. (8) and Eq. (9)), applying them to Eq. (7), and
simplifying, results in equations Eq. (10), Eq. (11), and Eq. (12) where 𝑟⃑𝑝/𝑖 is the vector distance
from the cg location to where the accelerometer is located. The resulting equations are
commonly used equations for axes transformation transforming the acceleration from the vehicle
reference axes to the instrument axes [26]. These equations form the basis for deriving a closedform solution for the linear acceleration located at the center-of-gravity from accelerations
located at instrument locations.

⃑⃗
𝑤 = 𝑝𝑖⃗ + 𝑞𝑗⃗ + 𝑟𝑘

Eq. (8)

⃑⃗
𝑤̇ = 𝑝̇ 𝑖⃗ + 𝑞̇ 𝑗⃗ + 𝑟̇ 𝑘

Eq. (9)

𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑖 = [𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 − (𝑟 2 + 𝑞 2 )𝑥̅𝑥 + (𝑝𝑞 − 𝑟̇ )𝑦̅𝑥 + (𝑟𝑝 + 𝑞̇ )𝑧̅𝑥 ]𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑥 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜓𝑥
+[𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑐𝑔 + (𝑝𝑞 + 𝑟̇ )𝑥̅𝑦 − (𝑟 2 + 𝑝2 )𝑦̅𝑦 + (𝑟𝑞 − 𝑝̇ )𝑧̅𝑦 ]𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑥 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜓𝑥
− [𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 + (𝑟𝑝 − 𝑞̇ ) ̅𝑥𝑧 + (𝑟𝑞 + 𝑝̇ )𝑦̅𝑧 − (𝑝2 + 𝑞 2 )𝑧̅𝑧 ]𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑥

Eq. (10)

𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑖 = [𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 − (𝑟 2 + 𝑞 2 )𝑥̅𝑥 + (𝑝𝑞 − 𝑟̇ )𝑦̅𝑥
+ (𝑟𝑝 + 𝑞̇ )𝑧̅𝑥 ](𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜓𝑦 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑦 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜙𝑦 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜓𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜙𝑦 )
+[𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑐𝑔 + (𝑝𝑞 + 𝑟̇ )𝑥̅𝑦 − (𝑟 2 + 𝑝2 )𝑦̅𝑦 + (𝑟𝑞 −
𝑝̇ )𝑧̅𝑦 ](sin𝜓𝑦 sin𝜃𝑦 sin𝜙𝑦 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜓𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜙𝑦 )
+ [𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 + (𝑟𝑝 − 𝑞̇ ) ̅𝑥𝑧 + (𝑟𝑞 + 𝑝̇ )𝑦̅𝑧 − (𝑝2 + 𝑞 2 )𝑧̅𝑧 ]𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑦 sin𝜙𝑦
𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑖 = [𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 − (𝑟 2 + 𝑞 2 )𝑥̅𝑥 + (𝑝𝑞 − 𝑟̇ )𝑦̅𝑥
+ (𝑟𝑝 + 𝑞̇ )𝑧̅𝑥 ](𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜓𝑧 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑧 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜙𝑧 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜓𝑧 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜙𝑧 )
+[𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑐𝑔 + (𝑝𝑞 + 𝑟̇ )𝑥̅𝑦 − (𝑟 2 + 𝑝2 )𝑦̅𝑦
+ (𝑟𝑞 − 𝑝̇ )𝑧̅𝑦 ] (𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜓𝑧 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑧 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜙𝑧 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜓𝑧 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑧 )
+ [𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 + (𝑟𝑝 − 𝑞̇ ) ̅𝑥𝑧 + (𝑟𝑞 + 𝑝̇ )𝑦̅𝑧 − (𝑝2 + 𝑞 2 )𝑧̅𝑧 ]𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑧 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜙𝑧

Eq. (11)

Eq. (12)
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Figure 1: Definition of Coordinate System for Transfer of Axis Systems
2.2.1 Singularities in Solving Transfer of Axes
If the linear accelerations at center-of-gravity along all three directions are known a
closed-form solution exists in determining the cg locations since three equations are used to
solve three unknowns (i.e., the difference between the instrument location and the cg location) as
shown in Eq. (12), Eq. (13), and Eq. (14). For example, solving these equations for 𝑥̅ , 𝑦̅, and 𝑧̅
(i.e., the difference between the instrument location and the cg location) results in the following:
𝑥̅ = −(A𝑥,𝑖 (p4 + 𝑝̇ 2 + p2 𝑞 2 + p2 𝑟 2 ) − A𝑥,𝑐𝑔 (p4 + 𝑝̇ 2 + p2 𝑞 2 + p2 𝑟 2 )
+ A𝑦,𝑖 (p𝑞 3 + p3 q − p2 𝑟̇ − 𝑞 2 𝑟̇ + ṗ 𝑞̇ + pṗ r + q𝑞̇ r + pq𝑟 2 )
− A𝑦,𝑐𝑔 (p𝑞 3 + p3 q − 𝑞 2 𝑟̇ − p2 𝑟̇ − ṗ 𝑞̇ + pṗ r + q𝑞̇ r + pq𝑟 2 )
+ A𝑧,𝑖 ( p2 𝑞 + p𝑟 3 + p3 r + 𝑞̇ 𝑟 2 + ṗ̇ 𝑟̇ − pṗ q − qr𝑟̇ + p𝑞 2 r )
− A𝑧,𝑐𝑔 (p2 𝑞̇ + p𝑟 3 + p3 r + 𝑞̇ 𝑟 2 + ṗ 𝑟̇ − pṗ q − qr𝑟̇
+ p𝑞 2 r))/( p2 q̇ 2 + p2 𝑟̇ 2 − 2pṗ q𝑞̇ − 2pṗ r𝑟̇ + p2 𝑞 2 + 𝑝̇ 2 𝑟 2
+ 𝑞 2 𝑟̇ 2 − 2q𝑞̇ r𝑟̇ + q̇ 2 𝑟 2 )

Eq. (13)
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𝑦̅ = −(A𝑦,𝑖 (𝑞 4 + q̇ 2 + 𝑝2 𝑞 2 + 𝑞 2 𝑟 2 ) − A𝑦,𝑐𝑔 (𝑞 4 + q̇ 2 + 𝑝2 𝑞 2 + 𝑞 2 𝑟 2 )
+ A𝑥,𝑖 (𝑝𝑞 3 + 𝑝3 𝑞 + 𝑝2 𝑟̇ + 𝑞 2 𝑟̇ + ṗ 𝑞̇ − 𝑝ṗ 𝑟 − 𝑞𝑞̇ 𝑟
+ 𝑝𝑞𝑟 2 ) − A𝑥,𝑐𝑔 (𝑝𝑞 3 + 𝑝3 𝑞 + 𝑝2 𝑟̇ + 𝑞 2 𝑟̇ + ṗ 𝑞̇ − 𝑝ṗ 𝑟
− 𝑞𝑞̇ 𝑟 + 𝑝𝑞𝑟 2 )
− A𝑧,𝑖 (ṗ 𝑞 2 + ṗ 𝑟 2 − 𝑞𝑟 3 − 𝑞 3 𝑟 − 𝑞̇ 𝑟̇ − 𝑝𝑞𝑞̇ − 𝑝𝑟𝑟̇ − 𝑝2 𝑞𝑟 )
+ A𝑧,𝑐𝑔 (ṗ 𝑞 2 + ṗ 𝑟 2 − 𝑞𝑟 3 − 𝑞 3 𝑟 − 𝑞̇ 𝑟̇ − 𝑝𝑞𝑞̇ − 𝑝𝑟𝑟̇
− 𝑝2 𝑞𝑟) )/(p2 q̇ 2 + p2 𝑟̇ 2 − 2pṗ q𝑞̇ − 2pṗ r𝑟̇ + p2 𝑞 2
+ 𝑝̇ 2 𝑟 2 + 𝑞 2 𝑟̇ 2 − 2q𝑞̇ r𝑟̇ + q̇ 2 𝑟 2 )

Eq. (14)

𝑧̅ = −(A𝑧,𝑖 (𝑟 4 + 𝑟̇ 2 + 𝑝2 𝑟 2 + 𝑞 2 𝑟 2 ) − A𝑧,𝑐𝑔 (𝑟 4 + 𝑟̇ 2 + 𝑝2 𝑟 2 + 𝑞 2 𝑟 2 )
− A𝑥,𝑖 (𝑝2 𝑞̇ − 𝑝𝑟 3 − 𝑝3 𝑟 + 𝑞̇ 𝑟 2 − ṗ 𝑟̇ − 𝑝ṗ 𝑞 − 𝑞𝑟𝑟̇ − 𝑝𝑞 2 𝑟)
+ A𝑥,𝑐𝑔 (𝑝2 𝑞̇ − 𝑝3 𝑟 − 𝑝𝑟 3 + 𝑞̇ 𝑟 2 − ṗ 𝑟̇ − 𝑝ṗ 𝑞 − 𝑞𝑟𝑟̇
− 𝑝𝑞 2 𝑟)
+ A𝑦,𝑖 (ṗ 𝑞 2 + ṗ 𝑟 2 + 𝑞 3 𝑟 + 𝑞𝑟 3 + 𝑞̇ 𝑟̇ − 𝑝𝑞𝑞̇ − 𝑝𝑟𝑟̇ + 𝑝2 𝑞𝑟)
− A𝑦,𝑐𝑔 (ṗ 𝑞 2 + ṗ 𝑟 2 + 𝑞𝑟 3 + 𝑞 3 𝑟 + 𝑞̇ 𝑟̇ − 𝑝𝑞𝑞̇ − 𝑝𝑟𝑟̇
+ 𝑝2 𝑞𝑟))/(p2 q̇ 2 + p2 𝑟̇ 2 − 2pṗ q𝑞̇ − 2pṗ r𝑟̇ + p2 𝑞 2
+ 𝑝̇ 2 𝑟 2 + 𝑞 2 𝑟̇ 2 − 2q𝑞̇ r𝑟̇ + q̇ 2 𝑟 2 ))

Eq. (15)

If p, q, r, 𝑝̇ , 𝑞̇ , and 𝑟̇ are all equal to zero, the denominators are equal to zero and there is a
singularity in the solution. Therefore, the cg location cannot be directly solved for when p, q, r,
𝑝̇ , 𝑞̇ , and 𝑟̇ are equal to zero and is why a real-time estimator approach (such as the weighted
least-squares estimator) is used in this study.

2.3

Derivation of the Polar Coordinate System

The polar coordinates of a point can be obtained from its Cartesian coordinates by the formulas
Eq. (16), Eq. (17), and Eq. (18).
𝑟 = √𝑥 2 + 𝑦 2 + 𝑧 2

Eq. (16)

𝜃 = cos −1

𝑧
𝑟

Eq. (17)

𝜓 = tan−1

𝑦
𝑥

Eq. (18)

Below are the polar coordinates for this system.
𝑥̅𝑥 = 𝑥̅𝑦 = 𝑥̅𝑧 = 𝑟𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑖 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜓𝑖
𝑦̅𝑥 = 𝑦̅𝑦 = 𝑦𝑧 = 𝑟𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜓𝑖 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖
𝑧̅𝑥 = 𝑧̅𝑦 = 𝑧̅𝑧 = 𝑟𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖

Eq. (19)
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Figure 2: Polar Coordinates System

2.4

Real-Time Weighted Least-Squares Estimator

After obtaining the acceleration at the center-of-gravity a real-time estimator will be used
to obtain the cg location. As shown earlier, although a closed-form solution exists to determine
the cg location once the acceleration at the center-of-gravity is known, the solution contains a
singularity when no movement of the vehicle is present. Therefore, the closed-form solution is
not feasible for actual implementation. To resolve the singularity issue, a weighted least-squares
estimator strategy will be used. The weighted least-squares estimator minimizes the square error
between the measured responses and the estimated responses as shown in Eq. (20) where 𝑎̂(𝑡) is
the estimated parameter [27].

𝑡

𝐽 = ∫ ‖𝑦(𝑟) − 𝑊(𝑟)𝑎̂(𝑡)‖2 𝑑𝑟

Eq. (20)

0

where 𝑊(𝑟) represents the user-defined weighting matrix used for penalizing one system
response more or less in the estimation process. In addition, the weighted least-squares estimator
has the advantage of averaging out the effects of measurement noise.
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The estimated parameter 𝑎̂ satisfies the following:

𝑡

𝑡
𝑇

[∫ 𝑊 𝑊𝑑𝑟] 𝑎̂(𝑡) = ∫ 𝑊 𝑇 𝑦 𝑑𝑟
0

Eq. (21)

0

For implementation of the least-squares estimator define:

−1

𝑡

𝑃(𝑡) = [∫ 𝑊

𝑇 (𝑟)𝑊(𝑟)𝑑𝑟]

Eq. (22)

0

It is desirable to compute 𝑃(𝑡) recursively in place of evaluating the integral at every time
instant. Therefore, the above equation is reformulated as:

𝑑 −1
[𝑃 (𝑡)] = 𝑊 𝑇 (𝑡)𝑊(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡

Eq. (23)

Differentiating Eq. (21) and using Eq. (22) and Eq. (23) results in the parameter update satisfying
the following:

𝑎̂̇ = −𝑃(𝑡)𝑊 𝑇 𝑒(𝑡)

Eq. (24)

The predication error, 𝑒(𝑡) is defined as:
𝑒(𝑡) = 𝑦̂(𝑡) − 𝑦(𝑡)

Eq. (25)

̇ = 𝑊(𝑡)𝑎̂̇
𝑦̂(𝑡)

Eq. (26)

where:

in which 𝑃(𝑡) is the estimator gain matrix. When it is desired to update the gain 𝑃(𝑡) it will be
done directly using Eq. (22).
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By using the identity:

𝑑
𝑑
[𝑃𝑃−1 ] = 𝑃̇𝑃−1 + 𝑃 [𝑃−1 ] = 0
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡

Eq. (27)

the following equation can be obtained:
𝑃̇ = −𝑃𝑊 𝑇 𝑊𝑃

Eq. (28)

To minimize error tracking, exponential forgetting was used which alters the total update gain
parameter to the following:

𝑃̇ = 𝜆(𝑡)𝑃(𝑡) − 𝑃𝑊 𝑇 𝑊𝑃

Eq. (29)

where:

𝜆(𝑡) = 𝜆𝑜 (1 −

‖𝑃(𝑡)‖
)
𝑘𝑜

Eq. (30)

in which 𝜆𝑜 and 𝑘𝑜 are positive constants representing the maximum forgetting rate factor and
the pre-specified bound of the update gain, respectively.
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3.0

Theoretical Derivations

In this chapter, the theoretical background for estimating the acceleration at the center-ofgravity is introduced along with the foundational concepts.

3.1

Derivation of Acceleration at the Center-of-Gravity for an Accelerometer
Array on the x-z Plane

A general equation to find the acceleration at the center-of-gravity when using an
accelerometer array on the x-z plane is formulated in this section. By implementing the semicircle accelerometer array on the x-z plane, 𝜙𝑖 and 𝜓𝑖 are therefore zero. A schematic of the
accelerometer array setup is shown in Figure 3. It is assumed that there are four tri-axial
accelerometers placed on the vehicle at offset angles θ = +𝜃1 ,- 𝜃1 ,+ 𝜃2 ,- 𝜃2 relative to the vehicle
body-axis system.

Figure 3: Accelerometer Array on the x-z Plane

3.1.1 Acceleration at the Center-of-Gravity Along the x-direction
Eq. (12) is simplified by assuming the offset angles for 𝜙𝑖 and 𝜓𝑖 are zero along the z
coordinate axis and the resulting equation is shown below:
𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑖 = [𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 − (𝑟 2 + 𝑞 2 )𝑥̅𝑥 + (𝑝𝑞 − 𝑟̇ )𝑦̅𝑥 + (𝑟𝑝 + 𝑞̇ )𝑧̅𝑥 ]𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖
+ [𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 + (𝑟𝑝 − 𝑞̇ ) ̅𝑥𝑧 + (𝑟𝑞 + 𝑝̇ )𝑦̅𝑧 − (𝑝2 + 𝑞 2 )𝑧̅𝑧 ]𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑖

Eq. (31)

Substituting the polar coordinates, Eq. (19), into the Eq. (31) results in the following:
𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑖 = [𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 − (𝑟 2 + 𝑞 2 )𝑟𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑖 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜓𝑖 + (𝑝𝑞 − 𝑟̇ )𝑟𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜓𝑖 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖
+ (𝑟𝑝 + 𝑞̇ )𝑟𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖 ]𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖
+ [𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 + (𝑟𝑝 − 𝑞̇ )𝑟𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑖 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜓𝑖 + (𝑟𝑞 + 𝑝̇ )𝑟𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜓𝑖 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖 −
(𝑝2 + 𝑞 2 )𝑟𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖 ]𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑖

Eq. (32)
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Assuming 𝜓𝑖 is equal to zero and using the trig identities, 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃𝑖 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃𝑖 = 1 and 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃𝑖 −
𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃𝑖 = 1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃𝑖 , a simplified acceleration along the z-axis can be found:
𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑖 = 𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖 + 𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑖
+𝑟𝑑 [𝑞̇ (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃𝑖 ) + 𝑝𝑟 − (2𝑞 2 + 𝑝2 + 𝑟 2 )𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑖 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖 ]

Eq. (33)

In this work, four tri-axial accelerometers located at offset angles θ = 𝜃1 ,- 𝜃1 ,+ 𝜃2 ,- 𝜃2 are
assumed. The following equation represents the kinematics for accelerometer 1 when θ = 𝜃1 :
𝑔𝐴𝑧,1 = 𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1 + 𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1
+𝑟𝑑1 [𝑞̇ (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃1 ) + 𝑝𝑟 − (2𝑞 2 + 𝑝2 + 𝑟 2 )𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1 ]

Eq. (34)

The following equation represents the kinematics for accelerometer 2 when θ = -𝜃1 :
𝑔𝐴𝑧,2 = 𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 sin(−𝜃1 ) + 𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 cos(−𝜃1 )
+𝑟𝑑2 [𝑞̇ (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 (−𝜃1 )) + 𝑝𝑟 − (2𝑞 2 + 𝑝2 + 𝑟 2 )cos(−𝜃1 )sin(−𝜃1 )]

Eq. (35)

which reduces to:
𝑔𝐴𝑧,2 = −𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 sin 𝜃1 + 𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 cos 𝜃1
+𝑟𝑑2 [𝑞̇ (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 (𝜃1 )) + 𝑝𝑟 + (2𝑞 2 + 𝑝2 + 𝑟 2 )cos𝜃1 sin𝜃1 ]

Eq. (36)

Subtracting Eq. (36) from Eq. (34) results in Eq. (37).
𝑔𝐴𝑧,1 − 𝑔𝐴𝑧,2 = 2𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 sin 𝜃1 + (𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑟𝑑2 )(𝑝𝑟 + 𝑞̇ (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃1 ))
−(𝑟𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑑2 )[𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1 (2𝑞 2 + 𝑝2 + 𝑟 2 )]

Eq. (37)

Collecting the term (𝑟𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑑2 ) on the left-hand side results in:
1
[(𝑔𝐴𝑧,2 − 𝑔𝐴𝑧,1 + 𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1 )
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1
+(𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑟𝑑2 )(𝑝𝑟 + 𝑞̇ (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃1 ))]

(𝑟𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑑2 )(2𝑞 2 + 𝑝2 + 𝑟 2 ) =

Eq. (38)
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An identical procedure is performed with the accelerometers located at angles +𝜃2 and -𝜃2 using
Eq. (33) so that for accelerometer 3 with θ = +𝜃2 :
𝑔𝐴𝑧,3 = 𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2 + 𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2
+𝑟𝑑1 [𝑞̇ (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃2 ) + 𝑝𝑟 − (2𝑞 2 + 𝑝2 + 𝑟 2 )𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2 ]

Eq. (39)

And for the 4th accelerometer when θ = −𝜃2 :
𝑔𝐴𝑧,4 = 𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 sin(−𝜃2 ) + 𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 cos(−𝜃2 )
+𝑟𝑑2 [𝑞̇ (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 (−𝜃2 )) + 𝑝𝑟 − (2𝑞 2 + 𝑝2 + 𝑟 2 )cos(−𝜃2 )sin(−𝜃2 )]

Eq. (40)

which reduces to:
𝑔𝐴𝑧,4 = −𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 sin 𝜃2 + 𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 cos 𝜃2
+𝑟𝑑2 [𝑞̇ (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 (𝜃2 )) + 𝑝𝑟 + (2𝑞 2 + 𝑝2 + 𝑟 2 )cos 𝜃2 sin 𝜃2 ]

Eq. (41)

Subtracting Eq. (41) from Eq. (39) results in Eq. (42).
𝑔𝐴𝑧,3 − 𝑔𝐴𝑧,4 = 2sin 𝜃2 𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 + (𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑟𝑑2 ) (𝑝𝑟 + 𝑞̇ (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 (𝜃2 )))
−(𝑟𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑑2 )(2𝑞 2 + 𝑝2 + 𝑟 2 )𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2

Eq. (42)

Rearranging to collect (𝑟𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑑2 ) on the left-hand side results in:
1
[(𝑔𝐴𝑧,4 − 𝑔𝐴𝑧,3 + 2sin𝜃2 𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 )
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2
+(𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑟𝑑2 ) (𝑝𝑟 + 𝑞̇ (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 (𝜃2 )))]

(𝑟𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑑2 )(2𝑞 2 + 𝑝2 + 𝑟 2 ) =

Eq. (43)

Subtracting Eq. (38) from Eq. (43) results in Eq. (44). Equating Eq. (38) to Eq. (43) results in the
following:
1
[(𝑔𝐴𝑧,2 − 𝑔𝐴𝑧,1 + 2sin 𝜃1 𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 )
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1
+ (𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑟𝑑2 )(𝑝𝑟 + 𝑞̇ (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃1 ))]
1
−
[(𝑔𝐴𝑧,4 − 𝑔𝐴𝑧,3 + 2sin 𝜃2 𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 )
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2
+ (𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑟𝑑2 ) (𝑝𝑟 + 𝑞̇ (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 (𝜃2 )))]
0=

Eq. (44)
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The above equation can be solved directly for 𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 as shown below:
𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 =

−1
[𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2 (𝑔𝐴𝑧,1 − 𝑔𝐴𝑧,2 )
2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2 (𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2 )
+ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1 (𝑔𝐴𝑧,4 − 𝑔𝐴𝑧,3 )
+(𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑟𝑑2 )[𝑝𝑟(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2 ) +

Eq. (45)

𝑞̇ (𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2 (2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃1 − 1) − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1 (2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 (𝜃2 ) − 1))]

Note: the equation shown above is a closed-form solution for determining the acceleration at the
center-of-gravity location along the x-axis, i.e., 𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 . All the parameters required to determine
the acceleration at the center-of-gravity along the x-axis are known. Although the distance from
the center-of-gravity location to the instrument locations (represented by 𝑟𝑑1 and 𝑟𝑑2 ) are not
known since the true location of the center-of-gravity is not known, the difference between the
instrument locations, i.e., where the accelerometers are placed on the vehicle, is known. The
concept of knowing the difference of where the accelerometers are placed on the vehicle is the
key requirement in deriving a closed-form solution for estimating the acceleration at the centerof-gravity location as shown above.
3.1.2 Acceleration at the Center-of-Gravity Along the z-direction
A similar approach can be performed to determine the acceleration at the center-ofgravity along the z-direction. Substitute the polar coordinate definition represented by Eq. (19)
into Eq. (10) results in the following:
𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑖 = [𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 − (𝑟 2 + 𝑞 2 )𝑟𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑖 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜓𝑖 + (𝑝𝑞 − 𝑟̇ )𝑟𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜓𝑖 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖
+ (𝑟𝑝 + 𝑞̇ )𝑟𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖 ]𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑖 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜓𝑖
+[𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑐𝑔 + (𝑝𝑞 + 𝑟̇ )𝑟𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑖 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜓𝑖 − (𝑟 2 + 𝑝2 )𝑟𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜓𝑖 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖
+ (𝑟𝑞 − 𝑝̇ )𝑟𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖 ] 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑖 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜓𝑖
− [𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 + (𝑟𝑝 − 𝑞̇ )𝑟𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑖 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜓𝑖 + (𝑟𝑞 + 𝑝̇ )𝑟𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜓𝑖 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖
− (𝑝2 + 𝑞 2 )𝑟𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖 ]𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖

Eq. (46)

Once again 𝜙𝑖 and 𝜓𝑖 are assumed zero so that the previous equation can be simplified to:
𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑖 = [𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 − (𝑟 2 + 𝑞 2 )𝑟𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑖 + (𝑟𝑝 + 𝑞̇ )𝑟𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖 ]𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑖
- [𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 + (𝑟𝑝 − 𝑞̇ )𝑟𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑖 − (𝑝2 + 𝑞 2 )𝑟𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖 ]𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖

Eq. (47)
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Rearranging Eq. (47) and using the trig identity, 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃𝑖 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃𝑖 = 1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃𝑖 reduces the
equation to the following:

𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑖 = 𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑖 − 𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖
+𝑟𝑑 [2𝑞̇ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑖 + 𝑞 2 (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃𝑖 ) + 𝑝2 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃𝑖 − 𝑟 2 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃𝑖 ]

Eq. (48)

Since four tri-axial accelerometers are place at offset angles θ = 𝜃1 ,- 𝜃1 ,+ 𝜃2 ,- 𝜃2 , the following
equation for accelerometer 1 when θ = 𝜃1 is defined:
𝑔𝐴𝑥,1 = 𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1 − 𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1
+𝑟𝑑1 [2𝑞̇ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1 + 𝑞 2 (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃1 ) + 𝑝2 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃1 − 𝑟 2 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃1 ]

Eq. (49)

Similarly, for accelerometer 2 when θ = -𝜃1 :
𝑔𝐴𝑥,2 = 𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 cos(−𝜃1 ) − 𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 sin(−𝜃1 )
+𝑟𝑑2 [2𝑞̇ sin(−𝜃1 ) cos(−𝜃1 ) + 𝑞 2 (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 (−𝜃1 ))
+𝑝2 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 (−𝜃1 ) − 𝑟 2 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 (−𝜃1 )]

Eq. (50)

which reduces to:
𝑔𝐴𝑥,2 = 𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 cos 𝜃1 + 𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 sin 𝜃1
+𝑟𝑑2 [−2𝑞̇ sin(𝜃1 ) cos 𝜃1 + 𝑞 2 (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃1 )
+𝑝2 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃1 − 𝑟 2 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃1 ]

Eq. (51)

Subtracting Eq. (51) from Eq. (49) results in Eq. (52).
𝑔𝐴𝑥,1 − 𝑔𝐴𝑥,2 = −2𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1 − 2sin𝜃1 cos 𝜃1 𝑞̇ (𝑟𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑑2 )
+ (𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑟𝑑2 )[𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃1 𝑝2 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃1 𝑟 2 + (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃1 )𝑞 2 ]

Eq. (52)

Rearrange to place 𝑞̇ (𝑟𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑑2 ) on the left-hand side results in the following:
1
[(𝑔𝐴𝑥,2 − 𝑔𝐴𝑥,1 − 2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1 𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 )
2sin𝜃1 cos 𝜃1
+ (𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑟𝑑2 )[𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃1 𝑝2 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃1 𝑟 2 + (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃1 )𝑞 2 ]]

𝑞̇ (𝑟𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑑2 ) =

Eq. (53)
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The following equation represents the kinematics for the third accelerometer along the xdirection when θ = 𝜃2 :
𝑔𝐴𝑥,3 = 𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2 − 𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2
+𝑟𝑑2 [2𝑞̇ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2 + 𝑞 2 (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃2 ) + 𝑝2 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃2 − 𝑟 2 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃2 ]

Eq. (54)

The following represents the equation for the fourth accelerometer set when θ = −𝜃2 :
𝑔𝐴𝑥,4 = 𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 cos(−𝜃2 ) − 𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 sin(−𝜃2 )
+𝑟𝑑2 [2𝑞̇ sin(−𝜃2 ) cos(−𝜃2 ) + 𝑞 2 (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 (−𝜃2 ))
+𝑝2 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 (−𝜃2 ) − 𝑟 2 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 (−𝜃2 )]

Eq. (55)

which reduces to:
𝑔𝐴𝑥,4 = 𝑔𝐴𝑥,𝑐𝑔 cos 𝜃2 + 𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 sin 𝜃2
+𝑟𝑑2 [−2𝑞̇ sin(𝜃2 ) cos𝜃2 + 𝑞 2 (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃2 )
+𝑝2 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃2 − 𝑟 2 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃2 ]

Eq. (56)

Subtracting Eq. (55) from Eq. (54) results in Eq. (57).
𝑔𝐴𝑥,3 − 𝑔𝐴𝑥,4 = −2𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2 − 2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃2 𝑞̇ (𝑟𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑑2 )
+ (𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑟𝑑2 )[𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃2 𝑝2 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃2 𝑟 2 + (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃2 )𝑞 2 ]

Eq. (57)

Rearrange to place 𝑞̇ (𝑟𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑑2 ) on the left-hand side results in:
1
[(𝑔𝐴𝑥,4 − 𝑔𝐴𝑥,3 − 2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2 𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 )
2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2
+ (𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑟𝑑2 )[𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃2 𝑝2 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃2 𝑟 2 + (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃2 )𝑞 2 ]]

𝑞̇ (𝑟𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑑2 ) =

Eq. (58)

The left side of Eq. (53) and Eq. (58) are equal. Subtracting these two equations sets results in:
1
[(𝑔𝐴𝑥,2 − 𝑔𝐴𝑥,1 − 2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1 𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 )
2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1
+ (𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑟𝑑2 )[𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃1 𝑝2 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃1 𝑟 2 + (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃1 )𝑞 2 ]]
1
−
[(𝑔𝐴𝑥,4 − 𝑔𝐴𝑥,3 − 2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2 𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 )
2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃2
+ (𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑟𝑑2 )[𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃2 𝑝2 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃2 𝑟 2 + (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃2 )𝑞 2 ]]
0=

Eq. (59)

which can now be solved for the acceleration at the center-of-gravity along the z-direction, i.e.,
𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 .
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𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2
1
[
(𝑔𝐴𝑥,2 − 𝑔𝐴𝑥,1 )
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1 2sin𝜃1 cos 𝜃1
1
−
(𝑔𝐴𝑥,4 − 𝑔𝐴𝑥,3 )
2sin𝜃2 cos 𝜃2
sin𝜃1
sin𝜃2
cos 𝜃1
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2
+(𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑟𝑑2 ) [𝑝2 (
−
) − 𝑟2 (
−
)
2 cos 𝜃1 2 cos 𝜃2
2 sin 𝜃1 2 sin 𝜃2
(1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃1 ) (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃2 )
+ 𝑞2(
−
)]
2 sin 𝜃1 cos 𝜃1 2 sin 𝜃2 cos 𝜃2
𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 =

Eq. (60)

which reduces to the following:
𝑔𝐴𝑧,𝑐𝑔 =

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2
1
[
(𝑔𝐴𝑥,2 − 𝑔𝐴𝑥,1 )
2(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1 ) sin𝜃1 cos 𝜃1
1
−
(𝑔𝐴𝑥,4 − 𝑔𝐴𝑥,3 )
sin𝜃2 cos 𝜃2

+(𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑟𝑑2 ) [𝑝2 (𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃1 − 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃2 ) − 𝑟 2 (𝑐𝑜𝑡𝜃1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑡𝜃2 )
+ 𝑞2(

Eq. (61)

(1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃1 ) (1 − 2𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃2 )
−
)]]
sin 𝜃1 cos 𝜃1
sin 𝜃2 cos 𝜃2

Note: once again the above equation results in a closed-for solution for determining the
acceleration at the center-of-gravity along the z-direction. As before, all the parameter required
for determining the acceleration at the center-of-gravity along the z-direction are known.
3.1.3 Acceleration at the Center-of-Gravity Along the y-direction
Finally, a similar approach is used to determine the acceleration at the center-of-gravity
along the y-direction. To begin, substitute zero for 𝜙𝑖 and 𝜓𝑖 in the y-coordinate equation, i.e.,
Eq. (11).
𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑖 = [𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑐𝑔 + (𝑝𝑞 + 𝑟̇ )𝑥̅𝑦 − (𝑟 2 + 𝑝2 )𝑦̅𝑦 + (𝑟𝑞 − 𝑝̇ )𝑧̅𝑦 ]

Eq. (62)

Substituting the polar coordinate definition Eq. (19) into the previous equation Eq. (62) results
in:
𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑖 = [𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑐𝑔 + (𝑝𝑞 + 𝑟̇ )𝑟𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑖 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜓𝑖 − (𝑟 2 + 𝑝2 )𝑟𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜓𝑖 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖
+ (𝑟𝑞 − 𝑝̇ )𝑟𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖 ]

Eq. (63)

Setting 𝜓𝑖 equal to zero Eq. (63) results in:
𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑖 = [𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑐𝑔 + (𝑝𝑞 + 𝑟̇ )𝑟𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑖 + (𝑟𝑞 − 𝑝̇ )𝑟𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖 ]

Eq. (64)
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The following equation represents the kinematic equation for accelerometer 1 when θ = 𝜃1 in
polar coordinates:

𝑔𝐴𝑦,1 = [𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑐𝑔 + (𝑝𝑞 + 𝑟̇ )𝑟𝑑1 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1 + (𝑟𝑞 − 𝑝̇ )𝑟𝑑1 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1 ]

Eq. (65)

The following equation represents the kinematic for accelerometer 2 when θ = −𝜃1 :
𝑔𝐴𝑦,2 = [𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑐𝑔 + (𝑝𝑞 + 𝑟̇ )𝑟𝑑2 cos(−𝜃1 ) + (𝑟𝑞 − 𝑝̇ )𝑟𝑑2 sin(−𝜃1 )]

Eq. (66)

which reduces to:
𝑔𝐴𝑦,2 = [𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑐𝑔 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1 (𝑝𝑞 + 𝑟̇ )𝑟𝑑2 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1 (𝑟𝑞 − 𝑝̇ )𝑟𝑑2 ]

Eq. (67)

Adding Eq. (67) and Eq. (65) yields the following:
𝑔𝐴𝑦,1 + 𝑔𝐴𝑦,2 = 𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑐𝑔 + 𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑐𝑔 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1 (𝑝𝑞 + 𝑟̇ )𝑟𝑑1 +
(𝑝𝑞
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1
+ 𝑟̇ )𝑟𝑑2 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1 (𝑟𝑞 − 𝑝̇ )𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1 (𝑟𝑞 − 𝑝̇ )𝑟𝑑2

Eq. (68)

which reduces to:
𝑔𝐴𝑦,1 + 𝑔𝐴𝑦,2 = 2𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑐𝑔 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1 (𝑝𝑞 + 𝑟̇ )(𝑟𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑑2 ) +
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1 (𝑟𝑞 − 𝑝̇ )(𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑟𝑑2 )

Eq. (69)

Rearrange the previous equation to place the term “(𝑝𝑞 + 𝑟̇ )(𝑟𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑑2 )”on the left-hand side
results in the following:
(𝑝𝑞 + 𝑟̇ )(𝑟𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑑2 ) =

1
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1

[𝑔𝐴𝑦,1 + 𝑔𝐴𝑦,2 − 2𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑐𝑔 −

Eq. (70)

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1 (𝑟𝑞 − 𝑝̇ )(𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑟𝑑2 )]
A similar approach is performed with accelerometer 3 when θ =𝜃2 so that:
𝑔𝐴𝑦,3 = [𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑐𝑔 + (𝑝𝑞 + 𝑟̇ )𝑟𝑑1 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2 + (𝑟𝑞 − 𝑝̇ )𝑟𝑑1 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2 ]

Eq. (71)

And again, a similar approach is performed with accelerometer 4 when θ =−𝜃2 so that:
𝑔𝐴𝑦,4 = [𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑐𝑔 + (𝑝𝑞 + 𝑟̇ )𝑟𝑑2 cos(−𝜃2 ) + (𝑟𝑞 − 𝑝̇ )𝑟𝑑2 sin(−𝜃2 )]

Eq. (72)
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which reduces to:
𝑔𝐴𝑦,4 = [𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑐𝑔 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2 (𝑝𝑞 + 𝑟̇ )𝑟𝑑2 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2 (𝑟𝑞 − 𝑝̇ )𝑟𝑑2 ]

Eq. (73)

Adding Eq. (71) and Eq. (73) results in:
𝑔𝐴𝑦,3 + 𝑔𝐴𝑦,4 = 𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑐𝑔 + 𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑐𝑔 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2 (𝑝𝑞 + 𝑟̇ )𝑟𝑑1 +
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2 (𝑝𝑞 + 𝑟̇ )𝑟𝑑2 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2 (𝑟𝑞 − 𝑝̇ )𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2 (𝑟𝑞 − 𝑝̇ )𝑟𝑑2

Eq. (74)

which reduces to:
𝑔𝐴𝑦,3 + 𝑔𝐴𝑦,4 = 2𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑐𝑔 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2 (𝑝𝑞 + 𝑟̇ )(𝑟𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑑2 ) +
(𝑟𝑞
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2
− 𝑝̇ )(𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑟𝑑2 )

Eq. (75)

Rearranging to place the term “(𝑝𝑞 + 𝑟̇ )(𝑟𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑑2 )” on the left-hand side results in:
(𝑝𝑞 + 𝑟̇ )(𝑟𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑑2 ) =

1
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2

[𝑔𝐴𝑦,3 + 𝑔𝐴𝑦,4 − 2𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑐𝑔 −

Eq. (76)

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2 (𝑟𝑞 − 𝑝̇ )(𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑟𝑑2 )]
Finding the difference between Eq. (70) and Eq. (76) yields:
1

0 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 [𝑔𝐴𝑦,3 + 𝑔𝐴𝑦,4 − 2𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑐𝑔 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2 (𝑟𝑞 − 𝑝̇ )(𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑟𝑑2 )] −

Eq. (77)

2

1
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1

[𝑔𝐴𝑦,1 + 𝑔𝐴𝑦,2 − 2𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑐𝑔 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1 (𝑟𝑞 − 𝑝̇ )(𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑟𝑑2 )]

which can be directly solved for the acceleration at the center-of-gravity along the y-direction,
i.e., 𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑐𝑔 :
𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑐𝑔 =

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2
1
[
(𝑔𝐴𝑦,3 + 𝑔𝐴𝑦,4 )
2(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2 ) 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2
1
− 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2 (𝑟𝑞 − 𝑝̇ )(𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑟𝑑2 ) −
(𝑔𝐴𝑦,30 + 𝑔𝐴𝑦,−30 )
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1
+ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1 (𝑟𝑞 − 𝑝̇ )(𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑟𝑑2 )]

Eq. (78)

and further simplified to:
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𝑔𝐴𝑦,𝑐𝑔 =

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2
1
1
[
(𝑔𝐴𝑦,3 + 𝑔𝐴𝑦,4 ) −
(𝑔𝐴𝑦,1
2(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2 ) 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1
+ 𝑔𝐴𝑦,2 ) + (𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2 )(𝑟𝑞 − 𝑝̇ )(𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑟𝑑2 )]

Eq. (79)

Once again, as before, the above equation is a closed-form solution for determining the
acceleration at the center-of-gravity along the y-direction with all parameters used to determine
the acceleration being known.

3.2

Derivation of the Constraint Equation

In this section, the derivation of a kinematical constraint equation is outlined. The
constraint equation is derived from the velocity kinematic equations resulting by expanding Eq.
(3) along all three directions, i.e., x, y, and z so that:
𝑣𝑥𝑖 = 𝑣𝑥𝑐𝑔 − 𝑟𝑦̅ + 𝑞𝑧̅

Eq. (80)

𝑣𝑦𝑖 = 𝑣𝑦𝑐𝑔 + 𝑟𝑥̅ − 𝑞𝑧̅

Eq. (81)

𝑣𝑧𝑖 = 𝑣𝑧𝑐𝑔 − 𝑞𝑥̅ + 𝑝𝑦̅

Eq. (82)

Solving Eq. (80) for 𝑦̅ results in the following:
𝑦̅ =

𝑣𝑥𝑐𝑔 − 𝑣𝑥𝑖
𝑟

𝑞
+ 𝑧̅
𝑟

Eq. (83)

Substituting Eq. (83) into Eq. (82) results in:
𝑣𝑧𝑖 = 𝑣𝑧𝑐𝑔 − 𝑞𝑥̅ + 𝑝(

𝑣𝑥𝑐𝑔 − 𝑣𝑥𝑖
𝑟

𝑞
̅
+ 𝑧)
𝑟

Eq. (84)

Solving Eq. (81) for 𝑥̅ results in:
𝑥̅ =

𝑣𝑦𝑖 − 𝑣𝑦𝑐𝑔
𝑟

𝑝
+ 𝑧̅
𝑟

Eq. (85)

Substitute Eq. (85) into Eq. (84) results in the following:
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𝑣𝑧𝑖 = 𝑣𝑧𝑐𝑔 − 𝑞(

𝑣𝑦𝑖 − 𝑣𝑦𝑐𝑔
𝑟

𝑣𝑥𝑐𝑔 − 𝑣𝑥𝑖 𝑞
𝑝
̅
+ 𝑧̅) + 𝑝(
+ 𝑧)
𝑟
𝑟
𝑟

Eq. (86)

which reduces to the following constraint model for relative velocity motion:
𝑝 (𝑣𝑥𝑐𝑔 − 𝑣𝑥𝑖 ) + 𝑞 (𝑣𝑦𝑐𝑔 − 𝑣𝑦𝑖 ) + 𝑟 (𝑣𝑧𝑐𝑔 − 𝑣𝑧𝑖 ) = 0

Eq. (87)

Taking the time derivative of Eq. (87) yields Eq. (88).
𝑝 (𝑣̇𝑥𝑐𝑔 − 𝑣̇𝑥𝑖 ) + 𝑝̇ (𝑣𝑥𝑐𝑔 − 𝑣𝑥𝑖 ) + 𝑞 (𝑣̇𝑦𝑐𝑔 − 𝑣̇𝑦𝑖 ) + 𝑞̇ (𝑣𝑦𝑐𝑔 − 𝑣𝑦𝑖 )

Eq. (88)

+ 𝑟 (𝑣̇𝑧𝑐𝑔 − 𝑣̇𝑧𝑖 ) + 𝑟̇ (𝑣𝑧𝑐𝑔 − 𝑣𝑧𝑖 ) = 0

𝑝 (𝑎𝑥𝑐𝑔 − 𝑎𝑥𝑖 ) + 𝑝̇ (𝑟𝑦̅ − 𝑞𝑧̅) + 𝑞 (𝑎𝑦𝑐𝑔 − 𝑎𝑦𝑖 ) + 𝑞̇ (𝑞𝑧̅ − 𝑟𝑥̅ )

Eq. (89)

+ 𝑟 (𝑎𝑧𝑐𝑔 − 𝑎𝑧𝑖 ) + 𝑟̇ (𝑞𝑥̅ − 𝑝𝑦̅) = 0
The above equation represents a kinematical constraint model that must hold true for all
maneuvers. The constraint can be used as an additional model to assist in localizing the centerof-gravity using the weighted least-squares approach.
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4.0

Simulations and Results

In this chapter, simulation results are presented for verifying the feasibility of the
algorithms in estimating and localizing the center-of-gravity of a vehicle. First, a simulation
study was conducted to verify the derivation of estimating the acceleration at the center-ofgravity is correct. The vehicle platform chosen for the simulation effort is a high performance
flight vehicle. A flight vehicle was chosen since a wide range of motion and magnitude of
responses are possible. Next, a thorough simulation effort was performed to test the accuracy of
the real-time estimator in localizing the center-of-gravity along all three directions. Four test
cases were considered including: a non-moving/fixed center-of-gravity location throughout the
flight maneuver; an abrupt change in the center-of-gravity location during the flight maneuver; a
gradual slow moving change in the center-of-gravity location and; a simultaneous abrupt change
in the center-of-gravity location accompanied by a gradual change in the location. Finally,
simulation results are presented for various response magnitudes of the flight maneuver to test
the algorithms in estimating the center-of-gravity location for benign, medium, and large scale
type maneuvers.

4.1

Initial Acceleration Equation Proof

To verify the derivations from section 3.1 are correct, an initial simulation effort was
conducted using Matlab/Simulink where the truth data is compared to the estimate data set.
Simulated flight data responses were used to verify the algorithms. Time history responses of the
flight data is shown in Figure 4, with a sample time of 0.01 seconds using the ode5 DormandPrince solver. The flight data was generated using step input responses to the elevator, aileron,
and rudder at 1 second. The accelerations at the instrument axis simulate the accelerometer
sensors which were calculated using Eq. (13 - 15). The simulated accelerometer signals were the
input signals to the equations derived in section 3.1 for determining the acceleration at the
center-of-gravity which forms the estimate for the acceleration at the center-of-gravity. To test
the generalized code offset instrument angles θ = 30, -30, 45, and -45 degrees were used for each
accelerometer signal, respectively: The radius where each accelerometer set was located was
assumed to be 5 feet for θ = 30 and -30 degrees and 8 feet for θ = 45 and -45 degrees.
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Figure 4: Flight Data Time Histories: Linear Acceleration and Angular Rates for the Initial
Acceleration Equation Proof

Figure 5, Figure 7, and Figure 9 display the responses for the true values of the acceleration at
the center-of-gravity overlaid with the estimated signals along the x, y, and z directions,
respectively. Outstanding agreement is observed between the true values and the estimated
signals as verified by plotting the difference between these two data sets shown in Figure 6,
Figure 8 and Figure 10. The difference between these two data sets is on a magnitude order of
10−13, therefore; the derived equations and programming of the estimated accelerations at the
center-of-gravity are verified.
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Figure 5: Overlay of the True and Estimated Acceleration at the Center-of-Gravity along the xdirection

Figure 6: Difference of True and Estimated Acceleration at the Center-of-Gravity along the xdirection
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Figure 7: Overlay of the True and Estimated Acceleration at the Center-of-Gravity along the ydirection

Figure 8: Difference of True and Estimated Acceleration at the Center-of-Gravity along the ydirection
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Figure 9: Overlay of the True and Estimated Acceleration at the Center-of-Gravity along the zdirection

Figure 10: Difference of True and Estimated Acceleration at the Center-of-Gravity along the zdirection
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4.2

Real-Time Estimation of the Center-of-Gravity Location

The weighted least-squares estimator was programmed and run in Simulink to verify the
effectiveness of estimating the cg location in real-time once the acceleration at the cg is
estimated. Simulink was chosen for its rapid-prototype capability to be used for eventual
validation of the algorithms in actual hardware implementation. The inputs for the simulation
include the rate gyroscope measurements, simulated instrument accelerometers, and orientation
offset of each simulated accelerometer set. Note: for this work, measurement errors such as
noise, bias, scale factors, etc. were not considered since the main goal for this research effort is
to verify the feasibility of the approach. Subsequent research efforts and additional simulation
studies are proposed including real-world effects such as measurement error, discrete effects,
sampling time, etc. in fully evaluating the feasibility of the approach in estimating the center-ofgravity of vehicles in real-time. The output of the simulation was the center-of-gravity locations.
A weighting matrix was also included so you can weigh the constraint if necessary but all the
weights were left at one for our test cases.
The difference between the two radius distances, i.e., 𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑟𝑑2 was assumed known for
estimating the acceleration at the cg. The assumption holds true since the locations of where the
accelerators mounted on a vehicle are known and remain constant for all following testing
conditions. For the tests conducted here 𝑟𝑑1 − 𝑟𝑑2 was chosen to be -3 ft. The measurement data
(in this case the simulated measurement data) and the estimate of the acceleration at the centerof-gravity are inputs into the real-time estimator. The real-time estimator uses exponential
forgetting to limit the buildup of error over time. The exponential forgetting value shown Eq.
(29) is set to 5 for the simulation study defined by trial-and-error to ensure quick parameter
convergence with minimal sensitivity to noise effects. A weighted matrix was also added to the
least-squares estimator allowing for the possibility of weighting responses higher than the others
if necessary. For the simulation tests conducted equal weighting was assumed for all the
responses. The constraint equation was also included to the real time estimator with equal
weighting as the transformed accelerometer responses. The truth location of the center-of-gravity
location was initially used to verify correct programming of all algorithms.
Four simulated data tests were performed to confirm the feasibility of the approach
encompassing multiple cg movement case-scenarios. The first test performed assumed center-ofgravity was fixed (i.e., static) during the time history responses. The second test included
estimating the center-of-gravity where an abrupt charge in the center-of-gravity location was
assumed (simulating a scenario where cargo was dropped or launched during a flight maneuver).
The third test encompassed a gradual movement in the center-of-gravity location (simulating a
scenario where fuel consumption and/or passenger movements occur and/or cargo is moved).
The fourth test combines the second and third test, i.e.; simultaneous gradual change combined
with an abrupt change in the center-of location during the time history response duration.
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Sine input chirp signals were inputs to the elevator, aileron, and rudder for developed the
simulated flight data to ensure sufficient movement occurs for proper execution of the weighted
least-squares estimated. Figure 11 and Figure 12 display the time history responses for the
simulated flight data. More detailed time history responses are shown in Appendix A.7. For each
of the four test case scenarios, the true center-of-gravity location was generated and then used to
convert the acceleration from the center-of-gravity to the accelerometer locations (generating the
simulated accelerometer measurements).

Figure 11: Flight Data Time Histories: Linear Acceleration, Angular Rates, and Euler Angles
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Figure 12: Flight Data Time Histories: Load Factors

4.2.1 Test Case 1: Estimation of Center-of-Gravity Assuming a Static Condition
The first case scenario tested assumed the center-of-gravity remained fixed and is at a
static condition throughout the flight maneuver. The true center-of-gravity location is assumed to
at (5,6,2) ft with respect to the reference location. The initial guess for the center-of-gravity
location set in the real-time weight least squares estimator was assumed to be at (8,3,4) ft with
respect to the reference location which is far away from the true location. Figure 13, Figure 14,
and Figure 15 display the results of the real-time estimator in estimating the center-of-gravity
location along the x, y, and z directions, respectively. The estimator was successful in estimating
the center-of-gravity location with fast converged observed along each direction.
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Figure 13: Test Case Scenario 1: Center-of-Gravity Estimation Results Along the x-direction

Figure 14: Test Case Scenario 1: Center-of-Gravity Estimation Results Along the y-direction
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Figure 15: Test Case Scenario 1: Center-of-Gravity Estimation Results Along the z-direction

The error between the true and the estimated center-of-gravity location along each direction is
shown in the following Figure 16, Figure 17, and Figure 18. The error after the estimator
converges is small and on a magnitude order of 10−6 or 10−5 ft validating the ability of the realtime estimator and algorithms in localizing the center-of-gravity to a high degree of accuracy.
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Figure 16: Test Case Scenario 1: Center-of-Gravity Location Error Along the x-direction

Figure 17: Test Case Scenario 1: Center-of-Gravity Location Error Along the y-direction
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Figure 18: Test Case Scenario 1: Center-of-Gravity Location Error Along the x\z-direction

4.2.2 Test Case 2: Estimating the Center-of-Gravity After an Abrupt Change
The second test case scenario considers an abrupt change in the center-of-gravity location
at 10 seconds into the flight maneuver. The true center-of-gravity location starts at (5,6,2) ft and
changes abruptly to (6,7,3) ft with respect to the reference at 10 seconds. Figure 19, Figure 20,
and Figure 21 display the estimation results for an abrupt change in the center-of-gravity location
along all three directions, respectively. Once again, the initial guess of center-of-gravity location
was assumed to be at (8,3,4) ft with respect to the reference. As with the previous case, the
estimator was successfully in localizing the center-of-gravity for abrupt changes with fast
convergence observed.
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Figure 19: Test Case Scenario 2: Center-of-Gravity Estimation Results Along the x-direction

Figure 20: Test Case Scenario 2: Center-of-Gravity Estimation Results Along the y-direction
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Figure 21: Test Case Scenario 2: Center-of-Gravity Estimation Results Along the z-direction

Figure 22, Figure 23, and Figure 24 display the error responses between the true value of the
center-of-gravity and the estimated responses. The results show the effectiveness of estimating
the center-of-gravity location to a high degree of accuracy for abrupt changes.
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Figure 22: Test Case Scenario 2: Center-of-Gravity Location Error Along the x-direction

Figure 23: Test Case Scenario 2: Center-of-Gravity Location Error Along the y-direction
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Figure 24: Test Case Scenario 2: Center-of-Gravity Location Error Along the z-direction

4.2.3 Test Case 3: Estimating the Center-of-Gravity with a Gradual Movement
The third test case scenario considers a gradual change in the center-of-gravity location
during the flight maneuver. The true center-of-gravity location starts at (5,6,2) ft with respect to
the reference and varies slowly over the entire time history response. A gradual change in the
center-of-gravity location can occur as fuel is consumed during a flight or in ground and sea
vehicles. Another gradual shift can occur when flight attendants or passengers walk up and down
the aisle of a commercial airplane or within other types of vehicles. Figure 25, Figure 26, and
Figure 27 display the estimation results for a gradual change in the center-of-gravity location
along all three directions, respectively. Once again, the initial guess of center-of-gravity location
was assumed to be at (8,3,4) ft with respect to the reference. As with the previous cases, the
estimator was successfully in localizing the center-of-gravity for gradual changes in the centerof-gravity location with fast convergence observed.
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Figure 25: Test Case Scenario 3: Center-of-Gravity Estimation Results Along the x-direction

Figure 26: Test Case Scenario 3: Center-of-Gravity Estimation Results Along the y-direction
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Figure 27: Test Case Scenario 3: Center-of-Gravity Estimation Results Along the z-direction

Figure 28, Figure 29, and Figure 30 display the tracking convergence error in the center-ofgravity process for a gradual shifting in the center-of-gravity location along all three directions,
respectively. The tracking error is larger in overall magnitude compared to the constant (static)
center-of-gravity location test case scenario, however; the error is small proving the feasibility of
accurately estimating the center-of-gravity location during a gradual change in the center-ofgravity location.
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Figure 28: Test Case Scenario 3: Center-of-Gravity Location Error Along the x-direction

Figure 29: Test Case Scenario 3: Center-of-Gravity Location Error Along the y-direction
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Figure 30: Test Case Scenario 3: Center-of-Gravity Location Error Along the z-direction

4.2.4 Test Case 4: Estimating the Center-of-Gravity with a Simultaneous Gradual
Movement and Abrupt Change
The fourth test case scenario considers a simultaneous gradual and an abrupt change in
the center-of-gravity location over the course of the time history response. The true center-ofgravity location starts at (5,6,2) ft with respect to the reference and changes to slowly over time.
Simultaneously, the center-of-gravity location abruptly changes at 10 seconds into the time
history response. Figure 31, Figure 32, and Figure 33 display the estimation results for a
simultaneous gradual and abrupt change in the center-of-gravity location along all three
directions, respectively. Once again the initial guess of center-of-gravity location was assumed to
be at (8,3,4) ft with respect to the reference. As with the previous cases, the estimator was
successful in localizing the center-of-gravity for simultaneous gradual and abrupt changes in the
center-of-gravity location with fast convergence once again observed.
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Figure 31: Test Case Scenario 4: Center-of-Gravity Estimation Results Along the x-direction

Figure 32: Test Case Scenario 4: Center-of-Gravity Estimation Results Along the y-direction
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Figure 33: Test Case Scenario 4: Center-of-Gravity Estimation Results Along the z-direction

Figure 34, Figure 35, and Figure 36 display error between the true value of center-of-gravity
location and the estimated responses for a simultaneous gradual shifting accompanied by an
abrupt change in the center-of-gravity location along all three directions, respectively. As with
the previous test case scenarios, the error is small proving the feasibility of accurately estimating
the center-of-gravity location during a simultaneous combined gradual and abrupt change in the
center-of-gravity location.
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Figure 34: Test Case Scenario 4: Center-of-Gravity Location Error Along the x-direction

Figure 35: Test Case Scenario 4: Center-of-Gravity Location Error Along the y-direction
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Figure 36: Test Case Scenario 4: Center-of-Gravity Location Error Along the z-direction

4.3

Estimation of Center-of-Gravity with Various Magnitude Changes in the
Flight Data Responses

To further verify the developed algorithms are successful in localizing the center-ofgravity to a high degree of accuracy, three additional flight responses were considered with
various center-of-gravity acceleration magnitude responses. The flight data sets are simulated
responses and encompass a wide range of accelerations possible in modern aircrafts. The centerof-gravity estimation process is tested for the simultaneous gradual and abrupt cg location
changes.
4.3.1 Flight Data 1: Small Magnitude Acceleration
The flight data analyzed here simulates a benign maneuver type input with relatively
small accelerations (as defined in MIL-F-8785C [28]) realized along all three directions. Time
history responses of the flight data used to test the feasibility of the algorithm to localize the
center-of-gravity is shown in Figure 37 and Figure 38. Note: relatively small acceleration
movement is observed for the input maneuver. The initial guesses for the location of the centerif-gravity are the same as before along with the gains and weighting matrix for the real-time
weighted least-squares estimator. More detailed time history responses are shown in Appendix
A.7.
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Figure 37: Flight Data Set 1: Acceleration, Angular Rates, and Euler Angles

Figure 38: Flight Data Set 1: Load Factors
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Figure 39, Figure 40, and Figure 41 display the tracking error converge for the real-time centerof-gravity estimation algorithm along the x, y, and z directions, respectively. The real-time
estimator converges quickly to the truth values of the center-of-gravity locations for all three
directions and the steady-state error is observed to be small along all three directions. The
estimator is successful in localizing the center-of-gravity to a high degree of accuracy based on
the aforementioned observed time history responses for the given small input magnitude
simulated flight data responses.

Figure 39: Flight Data Set 1: Center-of-Gravity Estimation Results Along the x-direction
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Figure 40: Flight Data Set 1: Center-of-Gravity Estimation Results Along the y-direction

Figure 41: Flight Data Set 1: Center-of-Gravity Estimation Results Along the z-direction
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4.3.2 Flight Data 2: Medium Magnitude Acceleration
A medium maneuver type input simulating flight response maneuvers with relatively
medium accelerations along all three directions (as defined in MIL-F-8785C [28]) is analyzed in
this section. Time history responses of the flight data used to test the feasibility of the algorithm
to localize the center-of-gravity is shown in Figure 42 and Figure 43. Relatively medium
acceleration magnitudes as defined in MIL-F-8785C [28] are observed for the input maneuver.
More detailed time history responses are shown in Appendix A.7.

Figure 42: Flight Data Set 2: Acceleration, Angular Rates, and Euler Angles
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Figure 43: Flight Data Set 2: Load Factors

Figure 44, Figure 45, and Figure 46 display the tracking error converge for the real-time centerof-gravity estimation algorithm along all the axial directions, respectively. Once again, the realtime estimator converges quickly to the truth values of the center-of-gravity locations for all
three directions and the steady-state error is observed to be small along all three directions. The
estimator is successful in localizing the center-of-gravity to a high degree of accuracy based on
the aforementioned observed time history responses for the given medium input magnitude
simulated flight data responses.
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Figure 44: Flight Data Set 2: Center-of-Gravity Estimation Results Along the x-direction

Figure 45: Flight Data Set 2: Center-of-Gravity Estimation Results Along the y-direction
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Figure 46: Flight Data Set 2: Center-of-Gravity Estimation Results Along the z-direction

4.3.3 Flight Data 3: Large Magnitude Acceleration
The flight data analyzed here simulates large maneuver type inputs with relatively large
accelerations as defined in MIL-F-8785C [28] along all three axial directions. Time history
responses of the flight data used to test the feasibility of the algorithm to localize the center-ofgravity for the large acceleration magnitude responses is shown in Figure 47 and Figure 48.
Note: relatively large acceleration movement magnitudes are observed for the input maneuver.
The initial guesses for the location of the center-if-gravity are the same as before along with the
gains and weighting matrix for the real-time weighted least-squares estimator. More detailed
time history responses are shown in Appendix A.7.
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Figure 47: Flight Data Set 3: Acceleration, Angular Rates, and Euler Angles

Figure 48: Flight Data Set 3: Load Factors
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Figure 49, Figure 50, and Figure 51 display the tracking error converge for the real-time centerof-gravity estimation algorithm along all the axial directions for the large input flight maneuvers,
respectively. As before, the real-time estimator converges quickly to the truth values of the
center-of-gravity locations for all three directions and the steady-state error is observed to be
small along all three directions. The estimator is successful in localizing the center-of-gravity to
a high degree of accuracy based on the aforementioned observed time history responses for the
given large input magnitude simulated flight data responses. The x-direction convergence has the
largest error once it converges as the estimate oscillates around the truth value. This could be due
to the lateral longitudinal coupling effect that is present in higher acceleration magnitudes.

Figure 49: Flight Data Set 3: Center-of-Gravity Estimation Results Along the x-direction
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Figure 50: Flight Data Set 3: Center-of-Gravity Estimation Results Along the y-direction

Figure 51: Flight Data Set 3: Center-of-Gravity Estimation Results Along the z-direction
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5.0

Conclusion

The method shown here provides a significant improvement over current technologies for
localizing the center-of-gravity of a rigid body vehicle. The concept used a physics-based
kinematical approach for estimating the center-of-gravity solution in real-time with a weighted
least-squares approach. The concept has direct applications for ground vehicles, sea vehicles, and
fixed wing and rotary wing aircraft platforms. Implementing the concept shown here can remove
the dependence on tedious calculations which introduce a high probability of human error. The
real-time solver provided near instantaneous updates of the center-of-gravity which can be used
to update vehicle stability control algorithms, significantly improving vehicle controls and
efficiency of the control system. The concept was tested using simulated flight data for various
cases of center-of-gravity movement and flight maneuver magnitude responses. For all the test
cases and flight data sets, the real-time estimator was successful in estimating the true center-ofgravity location to a high degree of accuracy. For a constant center-of-gravity location, the
location was estimated to an extreme high degree of accuracy for all maneuver types. For abrupt
changes, larger errors were present initially while the estimator transcended to the new center-ofgravity location but quickly converged to the true value of center-of-gravity location quickly. For
gradual changes to the center-of-gravity location, larger errors were again initially present in
localizing the location but the estimator again quickly converged to the varying center-of-gravity
location, even when an abrupt change was added to the gradual change. Simulation results
proved the feasibility of using a physics-based approach (that is independent of vehicle models)
and traditional type sensors to localize a vehicle’s center-of-gravity to a high degree of accuracy.

5.1

Recommendations for Future Work

The following recommendations are made for possible future work:
•

•

•

•

In this work, the accelerometers placed on a vehicle assumed a limited orientation
with the roll and yaw offset angles assumed to be zero. A full derivation where these
assumptions are relaxed should be considered.
The simulation effort shown in this work was only applied to flight vehicles. The
center-of-gravity localizer algorithms should be applied to other vehicle simulation
types such as tractor trailers type where vehicle roll-over scenarios may be present.
The simulation effort presented in this work assumed the sensor models were ideal
which will not be the case in real-world applications. Real-world effects such as
sensor noise, bias, and dynamics should be added to the simulations testing the
capability of the center-of-gravity localizer in more realistic scenarios. Perform a
study in varying the real-time estimator gains to analyze the trade-off of convergence
rate and sensor noise sensitivity.
The center-of-gravity localizer algorithms should be proven in real-world
applications. For example, the set up could be implemented on a drone hardware
system where the center-of-gravity location is well known.
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•

•

Perform a study in varying the weighting parameters to quantify the performance of
the estimator in weighting the constraint equation more than the responses and vice
versa.
Use a higher performance real-time estimator in place of the weighed least-squares
estimator to improve convergence rate for localizing the center-of-gravity
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A.

Appendix

A.1

MATLAB Code for initial Acceleration Estimation Test at the Center-ofGravity

%cg_estimator_m
clear all,clc; close all;
%conversion for degrees and radians
d2r=pi/180;
r2d=180/pi;
%load acceleration data
load dedadr_responses
Ax_cg_ftpsps=Ax_cg_gees*g;
Ay_cg_ftpsps=Ay_cg_gees*g;
Az_cg_ftpsps=Az_cg_gees*g;
p=p_rps;
q=q_rps;
r=r_rps;
pdot=pdot_rpsps;
qdot=qdot_rpsps;
rdot=rdot_rpsps;
%create variables
rd1=5; %ft
rd2=8; %ft
phi1=0;
theta1=30*d2r;
psi1=0;
phi2=0;
theta2=45*d2r;
psi2=0;
x1p=rd1*cos(theta1);
y1p=0;
z1p=rd1*sin(theta1);
x1m=rd2*cos(-theta1);
y1m=0;
z1m=rd2*sin(-theta1);
x2p=rd1*cos(theta2);
y2p=0;
z2p=rd1*sin(theta2);
x2m=rd2*cos(-theta2);
y2m=0;
z2m=rd2*sin(-theta2);
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%solve for acceleration read by accelerometers
[Ax1p,Ay1p,Az1p]=acg2ai_f(Ax_cg_ftpsps,Ay_cg_ftpsps,Az_cg_ftpsps,p,q,r
,pdot,qdot,rdot,x1p,y1p,z1p,phi1,theta1,psi1);
[Ax1m,Ay1m,Az1m]=acg2ai_f(Ax_cg_ftpsps,Ay_cg_ftpsps,Az_cg_ftpsps,p,q,r
,pdot,qdot,rdot,x1m,y1m,z1m,-phi1,-theta1,-psi1);
[Ax2p,Ay2p,Az2p]=acg2ai_f(Ax_cg_ftpsps,Ay_cg_ftpsps,Az_cg_ftpsps,p,q,r
,pdot,qdot,rdot,x2p,y2p,z2p,phi2,theta2,psi2);
[Ax2m,Ay2m,Az2m]=acg2ai_f(Ax_cg_ftpsps,Ay_cg_ftpsps,Az_cg_ftpsps,p,q,r
,pdot,qdot,rdot,x2m,y2m,z2m,-phi2,-theta2,-psi2);
%Solve for acceleration at the center-of-gravity
den1=cos(theta1)-cos(theta2);
den2=cos(theta1)*sin(theta1)*cos(theta2)*sin(theta2);
cs1=cos(theta1)*sin(theta1);
cs2=cos(theta2)*sin(theta2);
Ax_cg_est=(-1/(2*sin(theta1)*sin(theta2)*den1))*((cs2)*(Az1pAz1m)+(cs1)*(Az2m-Az2p)+(rd1-rd2)*(p.*r*(cs1cs2)+qdot*(cs2*(2*cos(theta1)^2-1)-cs1*(2*cos(theta2)^2-1)))); %Eq 22
Az_cg_est=(cos(theta1)*cos(theta2)/(2*-den1))*((1/cs1)*(Ax1m-Ax1p)(1/cs2)*(Ax2m-Ax2p)+(rd1-rd2)*(p.*p*(tan(theta1)-tan(theta2))r.*r*(cot(theta1)-cot(theta2))+q.*q*(((1-2*cos(theta1)^2)/cs1)-((12*cos(theta2)^2)/cs2)))); %Eq 37
Ay_cg_est=(cos(theta1)*cos(theta2)/(2*den1))*(sec(theta2)*(Ay2p+Ay2m)sec(theta1)*(Ay1p+Ay1m)+(tan(theta1)-tan(theta2))*(r.*q-pdot)*(rd1rd2));

A.2

MATLAB Code Acceleration Transfer of Axis

function [axi,ayi,azi] =
acg2ai_f(axcg,aycg,azcg,p,q,r,pdot,qdot,rdot,lx,ly,lz,phi,theta,psi)
%Function for acceleration transfer from center-of-gravity to
instrument
%axis
axi=(axcg-(r.*r+q.*q)*lx+(p.*qrdot)*ly+(r.*p+qdot)*lz)*cos(theta)*cos(psi) ...
+(aycg+(p.*q+rdot)*lx-(p.*p+r.*r)*ly+(q.*rpdot)*lz)*cos(theta)*sin(psi) ...
-(azcg+(p.*r-qdot)*lx+(q.*r+pdot)*ly-(q.*q+p.*p)*lz)*sin(theta);
ayi=(axcg-(r.*r+q.*q)*lx+(p.*qrdot)*ly+(r.*p+qdot)*lz)*(cos(psi)*sin(theta)*sin(phi)sin(psi)*cos(phi)) ...
+(aycg+(p.*q+rdot)*lx-(p.*p+r.*r)*ly+(q.*rpdot)*lz)*(sin(psi)*sin(theta)*sin(phi)+cos(psi)*cos(phi)) ...
+(azcg+(p.*r-qdot)*lx+(q.*r+pdot)*ly(q.*q+p.*p)*lz)*cos(theta)*sin(phi);
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azi=(axcg-(r.*r+q.*q)*lx+(p.*qrdot)*ly+(r.*p+qdot)*lz)*(cos(psi)*sin(theta)*cos(phi)+sin(psi)*sin(ph
i)) ...
+(aycg+(p.*q+rdot)*lx-(p.*p+r.*r)*ly+(q.*rpdot)*lz)*(sin(psi)*sin(theta)*cos(phi)-cos(psi)*sin(phi)) ...
+(azcg+(p.*r-qdot)*lx+(q.*r+pdot)*ly(q.*q+p.*p)*lz)*cos(theta)*cos(phi);
end

A.3

MATLAB Code Final Estimation of cg Location with Various cg Locations

%LS_estimation_w_exp_forgetting_know_ncg_m
%Weighted Least-Square Estimator with Forgetting Factor
%from Slotine, starting on pg 370
%Assuming nx_cg, ny_cg, nz_cg are known
%ALC: Feb 9, 2019
% v1: original version assumes misalighment abgles phi, theta, and
psi = 0
% v2: assumes non-zero misaligment angle for phi, theta, and psi
% v3: includes slowly changing and abrupt changes in cg location
clear all,clc
%cg_flag
cg_flag=4;
%=1,constant cg; =2, slowly changing cg; =3,
abrupt cg change; =4, slowly AND abrupt changing cg
%define final simlation time
tf=30;
%(sec)
%define when abrupt change in the "truth" cg location occurs
abrupt_change_time=10; %time when abrupt change occurs, NOTE: must be
less than the defined final time
if( abrupt_change_time>tf )
abrupt_change_time=tf;
end
%load fight responses
load sim_responses7
%define conversions
d2r=pi/180;
r2d=180/pi;
%define gravity constant
g=32.17561865;

%(ft/sec^2)

%define measurement signals
p=pb_y_sim_dps*d2r;
%(rad/sec)
q=qb_y_sim_dps*d2r;
%(rad/sec)
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r=rb_y_sim_dps*d2r;
pdot=pbdot_x_sim_rpsps;
qdot=qbdot_x_sim_rpsps;
rdot=rbdot_x_sim_rpsps;
ax_cg=ax_cg_y_sim_gees*g;
ay_cg=ay_cg_y_sim_gees*g;
az_cg=az_cg_y_sim_gees*g;
%parse data set
time=time_sim;
dt=time(2)-time(1);
l_t=tf/dt+1;
time=time(1:l_t);
p=p(1:l_t);
q=q(1:l_t);
r=r(1:l_t);
pdot=pdot(1:l_t);
qdot=qdot(1:l_t);
rdot=rdot(1:l_t);
ax_cg=ax_cg(1:l_t);
ay_cg=ay_cg(1:l_t);
az_cg=az_cg(1:l_t);

%(rad/sec)
%(rad/sec^2)
%(rad/sec^2)
%(rad/sec^2)
%(ft/sec^2)
%(ft/sec^2)
%(ft/sec^2)
%(sec)
%(sec)

%define truth location of center-of-gravity
x_cg=5*ones(l_t,1);y_cg=6*ones(l_t,1);z_cg=2*ones(l_t,1);
%(ft)
x_cg_slow_change_mag=0;
y_cg_slow_change_mag=0;
z_cg_slow_change_mag=0;
x_cg_abrupt_change_mag=0;
y_cg_abrupt_change_mag=0;
z_cg_abrupt_change_mag=0;
if( (cg_flag<2.5) && (cg_flag>1.5) )
x_cg_slow_change_mag=1;
y_cg_slow_change_mag=1;
z_cg_slow_change_mag=1;
elseif( (cg_flag<3.5) && (cg_flag>2.5) )
x_cg_abrupt_change_mag=1;
y_cg_abrupt_change_mag=1;
z_cg_abrupt_change_mag=1;
elseif( (cg_flag<4.5) && (cg_flag>3.5) )
x_cg_slow_change_mag=1;
y_cg_slow_change_mag=1;
z_cg_slow_change_mag=1;
x_cg_abrupt_change_mag=1;
y_cg_abrupt_change_mag=1;
z_cg_abrupt_change_mag=1;
end
x_cg_slow_change=linspace(0,1,l_t)'*x_cg_slow_change_mag;
y_cg_slow_change=linspace(0,1,l_t)'*y_cg_slow_change_mag;
z_cg_slow_change=linspace(0,1,l_t)'*z_cg_slow_change_mag;
l_a=abrupt_change_time/dt+1;
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x_cg_abrupt_change=ones(l_t,1)*x_cg_abrupt_change_mag;x_cg_abrupt_chan
ge(1:l_a,1)=zeros(l_a,1);
y_cg_abrupt_change=ones(l_t,1)*y_cg_abrupt_change_mag;y_cg_abrupt_chan
ge(1:l_a,1)=zeros(l_a,1);
z_cg_abrupt_change=ones(l_t,1)*z_cg_abrupt_change_mag;z_cg_abrupt_chan
ge(1:l_a,1)=zeros(l_a,1);
x_cg=x_cg+x_cg_slow_change+x_cg_abrupt_change;
y_cg=y_cg+y_cg_slow_change+y_cg_abrupt_change;
z_cg=z_cg+z_cg_slow_change+z_cg_abrupt_change;
%define instrument location and offset angles of accels
rd1=5; %ft
rd2=8; %ft
rd1rd2=rd1-rd2;
phi1=0*d2r; %rad
theta1=30*d2r;%rad
psi1=0*d2r;%rad
phi2=0*d2r;%rad
theta2=45*d2r;%rad
psi2=0*d2r;%rad
phi=[phi1 -phi1 phi2 -phi2];
theta=[theta1 -theta1 theta2 -theta2 ];
psi=[psi1 -psi1 psi2 -psi2];
x1p=rd1*cos(theta1)*cos(psi1)+x_cg(1);
y1p=rd1*sin(psi1)*sin(theta1)+y_cg(1);
z1p=rd1*sin(theta1)+z_cg(1);
x1m=rd2*cos(-theta1)*cos(-psi1)+x_cg(1);
y1m=rd2*sin(-psi1)*sin(-theta1)+y_cg(1);
z1m=rd2*sin(-theta1)+z_cg(1);
x2p=rd1*cos(theta2)*cos(psi2)+x_cg(1);
y2p=rd1*sin(psi2)*sin(theta2)+y_cg(1);
z2p=rd1*sin(theta2)+z_cg(1);
x2m=rd2*cos(-theta2)*cos(-psi2)+x_cg(1);
y2m=rd2*sin(-psi2)*sin(-theta2)+y_cg(1);
z2m=rd2*sin(-theta2)+z_cg(1);
x1p=rd1*cos(theta1)*cos(psi1)+x_cg;
y1p=rd1*sin(psi1)*sin(theta1)+y_cg;
z1p=rd1*sin(theta1)+z_cg;
x1m=rd2*cos(-theta1)*cos(-psi1)+x_cg;
y1m=rd2*sin(-psi1)*sin(-theta1)+y_cg;
z1m=rd2*sin(-theta1)+z_cg;
x2p=rd1*cos(theta2)*cos(psi2)+x_cg;
y2p=rd1*sin(psi2)*sin(theta2)+y_cg;
z2p=rd1*sin(theta2)+z_cg;
x2m=rd2*cos(-theta2)*cos(-psi2)+x_cg;
y2m=rd2*sin(-psi2)*sin(-theta2)+y_cg;
z2m=rd2*sin(-theta2)+z_cg;
x_ai=[x1p x1m x2p x2m];
y_ai=[y1p y1m y2p y2m];
z_ai=[z1p z1m z2p z2m];
% x_a1=10;y_a1=2;z_a1=4;
%(ft)
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% x_a2=-9;y_a2=-1;z_a2=-3;
%(ft)
% x_ai=[x_a1 x_a2];y_ai=[y_a1 y_a2];z_ai=[z_a1 z_a2];
% phi1=10;theta1=30;psi1=40;
%(deg)
% phi2=15;theta2=25;psi2=45;
%(deg)
% phi=[phi1 phi2]*d2r;theta=[theta1 theta2]*d2r;psi=[psi1 psi2]*d2r;
n_accel_set=length(phi);
%intial guess of center-of-gravity location
ahat0=[8 3 4];
%(ft)
l_ahat=length(ahat0);
%define instrument accels
lx_ai_avg=sum(x_ai)/n_accel_set;ly_ai_avg=sum(y_ai)/n_accel_set;lz_ai_
avg=sum(z_ai)/n_accel_set;
for i=1:n_accel_set
lx_ai(:,i)=x_ai(:,i)-x_cg;ly_ai(:,i)=y_ai(:,i)y_cg;lz_ai(:,i)=z_ai(:,i)-z_cg;
ax_i(:,i)=(ax_cg-(r.*r+q.*q).*lx_ai(:,i)+(p.*qrdot).*ly_ai(:,i)+(r.*p+qdot).*lz_ai(:,i))*cos(theta(i))*cos(psi(i))..
.
+(ay_cg+(p.*q+rdot).*lx_ai(:,i)(p.*p+r.*r).*ly_ai(:,i)+(q.*rpdot).*lz_ai(:,i))*cos(theta(i))*sin(psi(i))...
-(az_cg+(p.*r-qdot).*lx_ai(:,i)+(q.*r+pdot).*ly_ai(:,i)(q.*q+p.*p).*lz_ai(:,i)).*sin(theta(i));
%(ft/sec^2)
ay_i(:,i)=(ax_cg-(r.*r+q.*q).*lx_ai(:,i)+(p.*qrdot).*ly_ai(:,i)+(r.*p+qdot).*lz_ai(:,i))*(cos(psi(i))*sin(theta(i))*
sin(phi(i))-sin(psi(i))*cos(phi(i)))...
+(ay_cg+(p.*q+rdot).*lx_ai(:,i)(p.*p+r.*r).*ly_ai(:,i)+(q.*rpdot).*lz_ai(:,i))*(sin(psi(i))*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i))+cos(psi(i))*
cos(phi(i)))...
+(az_cg+(p.*r-qdot).*lx_ai(:,i)+(q.*r+pdot).*ly_ai(:,i)(q.*q+p.*p).*lz_ai(:,i))*cos(theta(i))*sin(phi(i));
%(ft/sec^2)
az_i(:,i)=(ax_cg-(r.*r+q.*q).*lx_ai(:,i)+(p.*qrdot).*ly_ai(:,i)+(r.*p+qdot).*lz_ai(:,i))*(cos(psi(i))*sin(theta(i))*
cos(phi(i))+sin(psi(i))*sin(phi(i)))...
+(ay_cg+(p.*q+rdot).*lx_ai(:,i)(p.*p+r.*r).*ly_ai(:,i)+(q.*rpdot).*lz_ai(:,i))*(sin(psi(i))*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))cos(psi(i))*sin(phi(i)))...
+(az_cg+(p.*r-qdot).*lx_ai(:,i)+(q.*r+pdot).*ly_ai(:,i)(q.*q+p.*p).*lz_ai(:,i))*cos(theta(i))*cos(phi(i));
%(ft/sec^2)
end
[accel_length,n_accel_set]=size(ax_i);
[ax1out,ay1out,az1out] =
ai_inv_rot_f(ax_i(:,1),ay_i(:,1),az_i(:,1),phi(1),theta(1),psi(1));
[ax2out,ay2out,az2out] =
ai_inv_rot_f(ax_i(:,2),ay_i(:,2),az_i(:,2),phi(2),theta(2),psi(2));
[ax3out,ay3out,az3out] =
ai_inv_rot_f(ax_i(:,3),ay_i(:,3),az_i(:,3),phi(3),theta(3),psi(3));
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[ax4out,ay4out,az4out] =
ai_inv_rot_f(ax_i(:,4),ay_i(:,4),az_i(:,4),phi(4),theta(4),psi(4));
ax_i_0_offest=[ax1out ax2out ax3out ax4out];
ay_i_0_offest=[ay1out ay2out ay3out ay4out];
az_i_0_offest=[az1out az2out az3out az4out];
%define Least Square estimator parameters
P0=1e3*eye(l_ahat);
%increasing magnitude causes faster
convergence but more senstivie to sensor noise effects
lambda=2;
%inverse of time constant in forgetting
factor, increasing cause faster convergence, use 0.98 if discrete LS
estimator is used
lambda0=1.5;
%assume lambda>lambda0 if varying lambda
model is used (pg 375, Slotine)
k0=norm(P0)*5;
%k0>norm(P0) (pg 377, Slotine)
use_const_lambda_sw=1;
%=1, use constant lambda
Q=eye(4);
%weighting function for weighted least
squares
Q(1,1)=1e1;
%increasing Q(1,1) weights first measurement
(Ax_i) more
Q(2,2)=1e1;
%increasing Q(2,2) weights second
measurement (Ay_i) more
Q(3,3)=1e1;
%increasing Q(3,3) weights third measurement
(Az_i) more
Q(4,4)=1e-10;
%increasing Q(4,4) weights constraint
equation more, try setting Q(1:3,1:3)=1e-7
Ax1p=ax_i(:,1);Ay1p=ay_i(:,1);Az1p=az_i(:,1);
Ax1m=ax_i(:,2);Ay1m=ay_i(:,2);Az1m=az_i(:,2);
Ax2p=ax_i(:,3);Ay2p=ay_i(:,3);Az2p=az_i(:,3);
Ax2m=ax_i(:,4);Ay2m=ay_i(:,4);Az2m=az_i(:,4);
%Solve for acceleration at the center of gravity
% den1=cos(theta1)-cos(theta2);
% den2=cos(theta1)*sin(theta1)*cos(theta2)*sin(theta2);
% cs1=cos(theta1)*sin(theta1);
% cs2=cos(theta2)*sin(theta2);
% ax_cg_est=(-1/(2*sin(theta1)*sin(theta2)*den1))*((cs2)*(Az1pAz1m)+(cs1)*(Az2m-Az2p)+(rd1rd2).*(p.*r*(cs1cs2)+qdot*(cs2*(2*cos(theta1)^2-1)-cs1*(2*cos(theta2)^2-1)))); %Eq 22
% az_cg_est=(cos(theta1)*cos(theta2)/(2*-den1))*((1/cs1)*(Ax1m-Ax1p)(1/cs2)*(Ax2m-Ax2p)+(rd1rd2).*(p.*p*(tan(theta1)-tan(theta2))r.*r*(cot(theta1)-cot(theta2))+q.*q*(((1-2*cos(theta1)^2)/cs1)-((12*cos(theta2)^2)/cs2)))); %Eq 37
%
ay_cg_est=(cos(theta1)*cos(theta2)/(2*den1))*(sec(theta2)*(Ay2p+Ay2m)sec(theta1)*(Ay1p+Ay1m)+(tan(theta1)-tan(theta2))*(r.*qpdot).*(rd1rd2));
%run Simulink solution
sim('LS_weighted_estimation_w_exp_forgetting_know_ncg_s')
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%plot results
figure(1),plot(time_est,ahat_est(:,1),time_est,x_cg) %,axis([0 tf 4
8])
xlabel('time (sec)'),ylabel('x-cg location est
(ft)'),legend('estimate','truth'),grid on
figure(2),plot(time_est,ahat_est(:,2),time_est,y_cg)
xlabel('time (sec)'),ylabel('y-cg location est
(ft)'),legend('estimate','truth'),grid on
figure(3),plot(time_est,ahat_est(:,3),time_est,z_cg)
xlabel('time (sec)'),ylabel('z-cg location est
(ft)'),legend('estimate','truth'),grid on
% figure(4),plot(time,ax_cg_est-ax_cg)
% xlabel('time (sec)'),ylabel('x-cg-est minus x-cg (ft/sec^2)'),grid
on
% figure(5),plot(time,ay_cg_est-ay_cg)
% xlabel('time (sec)'),ylabel('y-cg-est minus y-cg (ft/sec^2)'),grid
on
% figure(6),plot(time,az_cg_est-az_cg)
% xlabel('time (sec)'),ylabel('z-cg-est minus z-cg (ft/sec^2)'),grid
on
% figure(7),plot(time,ax_cg_est)
% xlabel('time (sec)'),ylabel('Acceleration x-cg (ft/sec^2)'),grid on
% figure(8),plot(time,ay_cg_est)
% xlabel('time (sec)'),ylabel('Acceleration y-cg (ft/sec^2)'),grid on
% figure(9),plot(time,az_cg_est)
% xlabel('time (sec)'),ylabel('Acceleration z-cg (ft/sec^2)'),grid on
figure(10),plot(time_est,ahat_est(:,1)-x_cg)
xlabel('time (sec)'),ylabel('x-cg difference (ft)'),grid
on,title('Error for cg location in the x-axis')%,xlim([10 30])
figure(11),plot(time_est,ahat_est(:,2)-y_cg)
xlabel('time (sec)'),ylabel('y-cg difference (ft)'),grid
on,title('Error for cg location in the y-axis')%,xlim([10 30])
figure(12),plot(time_est,ahat_est(:,3)-z_cg)
xlabel('time (sec)'),ylabel('z-cg difference (ft)'),grid
on,title('Error for cg location in the z-axis')%,xlim([10 30])
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A.4

Simulink Block Diagram of Weighted Least-Squared Estimator

Figure 52: Simulink Simulation of Least Square Estimator Main Page
A.4.

Simulink Measurements Block

Figure 53: Simulink Measurements Block
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A.4.2 Simulink W Matrix Block

Figure 54: W Matrix Block
A.4.3 Simulink Altered Measurement Block

Figure 55: Simulink Altered Measurement Block
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A.4.4 Simulink Directional Cosine, Offset Misalignment Block

Figure 56: Simulink Directional Cosine, Offset Misalignment Block
A.4.5 Simulink Altered Measurement Block

Figure 57: Simulink Altered Measurement Block
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A.4.6 Simulink Constraint Equation Block

Figure 58: Simulink Constraint Equation Block
A.4.7 Simulink Acceleration at the cg Location Block

Figure 59: Simulink Acceleration at the Center-of-Gravity Location
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A.4.8 Simulink Constraint Equation block

Figure 60: Simulink Constraint Equation Block

A.5

MATLAB Function to Find the Angle Offset

function [axout,ayout,azout] = ai_inv_rot_f(axi,ayi,azi,phi,theta,psi)
gam=[ cos(theta)*cos(psi)
cos(theta)*sin(psi)
-sin(theta)
(cos(psi)*sin(theta)*sin(phi)-sin(psi)*cos(phi))
(sin(psi)*sin(theta)*sin(phi)+cos(psi)*cos(phi)) cos(theta)*sin(phi)
(cos(psi)*sin(theta)*cos(phi)+sin(psi)*sin(phi))
(sin(psi)*sin(theta)*cos(phi)-cos(psi)*sin(phi)) cos(theta)*cos(phi)];
gam_inv=gam';
for j=1:3
for i=1:length(axi)
re(i,j)=gam_inv(j,1)*axi(i)+gam_inv(j,2)*ayi(i)+gam_inv(j,3)*azi(i);
end
end
axout=re(:,1);
ayout=re(:,2);
azout=re(:,3);
end
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A.6

MATLAB Code Final Estimation of Center-of-Gravity Location with Various
Flight Data Sets

%LS_estimation_m
%Weighted Least-Square Estimator with Forgetting Factor
%from Slotine, starting on pg 370
%Assuming nx_cg, ny_cg, nz_cg are known
%ALC: Feb 9, 2019
% v1: original version assumes misalighment abgles phi, theta, and
psi = 0
% v2: assumes non-zero misaligment angle for phi, theta, and psi
% v3: includes slowly changing and abrupt changes in cg location
clear all,clc, close all
%cg_flag
cg_flag=3;
%=1,constant cg; =2, slowly changing cg; =3,
abrupt cg change; =4, slowly AND abrupt changing cg
%use contraint equationin least-squares estimator?
constraint_flag=0;
%=1, use contraint equation; =0, do not
include contraint equation in least-squares estimator
%define final simlation time
tf=30;
%(sec)
%define when abrupt change in the "truth" cg location occurs
abrupt_change_time=10; %time when abrupt change occurs, NOTE: must be
less than the defined final time
if( abrupt_change_time>tf )
abrupt_change_time=tf;
end
%define which simulation responses to use
sim_responses_flag=3;
%=1, small mag chirp; =2, medium mag chirp;
=3, large mag chirp;
if( sim_responses_flag<1.5 )
load sim_resps_pitch_roll_yaw_small_chirp
elseif( sim_responses_flag<2.5 )
load sim_resps_pitch_roll_yaw_medium_chirp
else
load sim_resps_pitch_roll_yaw_large_chirp
end
%define conversions
d2r=pi/180;
r2d=180/pi;
%define gravity constant
g=32.17561865;

%(ft/sec^2)
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%define measurement signals
p=pb_y_sim_dps*d2r;
q=qb_y_sim_dps*d2r;
r=rb_y_sim_dps*d2r;
pdot=pbdot_x_sim_rpsps;
qdot=qbdot_x_sim_rpsps;
rdot=rbdot_x_sim_rpsps;
ax_cg=ax_cg_y_sim_gees*g;
ay_cg=ay_cg_y_sim_gees*g;
az_cg=az_cg_y_sim_gees*g;
%parse data set
time=time_sim;
dt=time(2)-time(1);
l_t=tf/dt+1;
time=time(1:l_t);
p=p(1:l_t);
q=q(1:l_t);
r=r(1:l_t);
pdot=pdot(1:l_t);
qdot=qdot(1:l_t);
rdot=rdot(1:l_t);
ax_cg=ax_cg(1:l_t);
ay_cg=ay_cg(1:l_t);
az_cg=az_cg(1:l_t);

%(rad/sec)
%(rad/sec)
%(rad/sec)
%(rad/sec^2)
%(rad/sec^2)
%(rad/sec^2)
%(ft/sec^2)
%(ft/sec^2)
%(ft/sec^2)
%(sec)
%(sec)

%define truth location of center-of-gravity
x_cg=5*ones(l_t,1);y_cg=6*ones(l_t,1);z_cg=2*ones(l_t,1);
%(ft)
x_cg_slow_change_mag=1;
y_cg_slow_change_mag=-0.5;
z_cg_slow_change_mag=-1;
x_cg_abrupt_change_mag=1;
y_cg_abrupt_change_mag=1;
z_cg_abrupt_change_mag=1;
if( cg_flag<1.5 )
x_cg_slow_change_mag=0;
y_cg_slow_change_mag=0;
z_cg_slow_change_mag=0;
x_cg_abrupt_change_mag=0;
y_cg_abrupt_change_mag=0;
z_cg_abrupt_change_mag=0;
elseif( (cg_flag<2.5) && (cg_flag>1.5) )
x_cg_abrupt_change_mag=0;
y_cg_abrupt_change_mag=0;
z_cg_abrupt_change_mag=0;
elseif( (cg_flag<3.5) && (cg_flag>2.5) )
x_cg_slow_change_mag=0;
y_cg_slow_change_mag=0;
z_cg_slow_change_mag=0;
end
x_cg_slow_change=linspace(0,1,l_t)'*x_cg_slow_change_mag;
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y_cg_slow_change=linspace(0,1,l_t)'*y_cg_slow_change_mag;
z_cg_slow_change=linspace(0,1,l_t)'*z_cg_slow_change_mag;
l_a=abrupt_change_time/dt+1;
x_cg_abrupt_change=ones(l_t,1)*x_cg_abrupt_change_mag;x_cg_abrupt_chan
ge(1:l_a,1)=zeros(l_a,1);
y_cg_abrupt_change=ones(l_t,1)*y_cg_abrupt_change_mag;y_cg_abrupt_chan
ge(1:l_a,1)=zeros(l_a,1);
z_cg_abrupt_change=ones(l_t,1)*z_cg_abrupt_change_mag;z_cg_abrupt_chan
ge(1:l_a,1)=zeros(l_a,1);
x_cg=x_cg+x_cg_slow_change+x_cg_abrupt_change;
y_cg=y_cg+y_cg_slow_change+y_cg_abrupt_change;
z_cg=z_cg+z_cg_slow_change+z_cg_abrupt_change;
%define instrument location and offset angles of accels
rd1=5; %ft
rd2=8; %ft
rd1rd2=rd1-rd2;
phi1=0*d2r; %rad
theta1=30*d2r;%rad
psi1=0*d2r;%rad
phi2=0*d2r;%rad
theta2=45*d2r;%rad
psi2=0*d2r;%rad
phi=[phi1 -phi1 phi2 -phi2];
theta=[theta1 -theta1 theta2 -theta2 ];
psi=[psi1 -psi1 psi2 -psi2];
x1p=rd1*cos(theta1)*cos(psi1)+x_cg(1);
y1p=rd1*sin(psi1)*sin(theta1)+y_cg(1);
z1p=rd1*sin(theta1)+z_cg(1);
x1m=rd2*cos(-theta1)*cos(-psi1)+x_cg(1);
y1m=rd2*sin(-psi1)*sin(-theta1)+y_cg(1);
z1m=rd2*sin(-theta1)+z_cg(1);
x2p=rd1*cos(theta2)*cos(psi2)+x_cg(1);
y2p=rd1*sin(psi2)*sin(theta2)+y_cg(1);
z2p=rd1*sin(theta2)+z_cg(1);
x2m=rd2*cos(-theta2)*cos(-psi2)+x_cg(1);
y2m=rd2*sin(-psi2)*sin(-theta2)+y_cg(1);
z2m=rd2*sin(-theta2)+z_cg(1);
x1p=rd1*cos(theta1)*cos(psi1)+x_cg;
y1p=rd1*sin(psi1)*sin(theta1)+y_cg;
z1p=rd1*sin(theta1)+z_cg;
x1m=rd2*cos(-theta1)*cos(-psi1)+x_cg;
y1m=rd2*sin(-psi1)*sin(-theta1)+y_cg;
z1m=rd2*sin(-theta1)+z_cg;
x2p=rd1*cos(theta2)*cos(psi2)+x_cg;
y2p=rd1*sin(psi2)*sin(theta2)+y_cg;
z2p=rd1*sin(theta2)+z_cg;
x2m=rd2*cos(-theta2)*cos(-psi2)+x_cg;
y2m=rd2*sin(-psi2)*sin(-theta2)+y_cg;
z2m=rd2*sin(-theta2)+z_cg;
x_ai=[x1p x1m x2p x2m];
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y_ai=[y1p y1m y2p y2m];
z_ai=[z1p z1m z2p z2m];
n_accel_set=length(phi);
%intial guess of center-of-gravity location
ahat0=[8 3 4];
%(ft)
l_ahat=length(ahat0);
%define instrument accels
lx_ai_avg=sum(x_ai)/n_accel_set;ly_ai_avg=sum(y_ai)/n_accel_set;lz_ai_
avg=sum(z_ai)/n_accel_set;
for i=1:n_accel_set
lx_ai(:,i)=x_ai(:,i)-x_cg;ly_ai(:,i)=y_ai(:,i)y_cg;lz_ai(:,i)=z_ai(:,i)-z_cg;
ax_i(:,i)=(ax_cg-(r.*r+q.*q).*lx_ai(:,i)+(p.*qrdot).*ly_ai(:,i)+(r.*p+qdot).*lz_ai(:,i))*cos(theta(i))*cos(psi(i))..
.
+(ay_cg+(p.*q+rdot).*lx_ai(:,i)(p.*p+r.*r).*ly_ai(:,i)+(q.*rpdot).*lz_ai(:,i))*cos(theta(i))*sin(psi(i))...
-(az_cg+(p.*r-qdot).*lx_ai(:,i)+(q.*r+pdot).*ly_ai(:,i)(q.*q+p.*p).*lz_ai(:,i)).*sin(theta(i));
%(ft/sec^2)
ay_i(:,i)=(ax_cg-(r.*r+q.*q).*lx_ai(:,i)+(p.*qrdot).*ly_ai(:,i)+(r.*p+qdot).*lz_ai(:,i))*(cos(psi(i))*sin(theta(i))*
sin(phi(i))-sin(psi(i))*cos(phi(i)))...
+(ay_cg+(p.*q+rdot).*lx_ai(:,i)(p.*p+r.*r).*ly_ai(:,i)+(q.*rpdot).*lz_ai(:,i))*(sin(psi(i))*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i))+cos(psi(i))*
cos(phi(i)))...
+(az_cg+(p.*r-qdot).*lx_ai(:,i)+(q.*r+pdot).*ly_ai(:,i)(q.*q+p.*p).*lz_ai(:,i))*cos(theta(i))*sin(phi(i));
%(ft/sec^2)
az_i(:,i)=(ax_cg-(r.*r+q.*q).*lx_ai(:,i)+(p.*qrdot).*ly_ai(:,i)+(r.*p+qdot).*lz_ai(:,i))*(cos(psi(i))*sin(theta(i))*
cos(phi(i))+sin(psi(i))*sin(phi(i)))...
+(ay_cg+(p.*q+rdot).*lx_ai(:,i)(p.*p+r.*r).*ly_ai(:,i)+(q.*rpdot).*lz_ai(:,i))*(sin(psi(i))*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))cos(psi(i))*sin(phi(i)))...
+(az_cg+(p.*r-qdot).*lx_ai(:,i)+(q.*r+pdot).*ly_ai(:,i)(q.*q+p.*p).*lz_ai(:,i))*cos(theta(i))*cos(phi(i));
%(ft/sec^2)
end
[accel_length,n_accel_set]=size(ax_i);
[ax1out,ay1out,az1out] =
ai_inv_rot_f(ax_i(:,1),ay_i(:,1),az_i(:,1),phi(1),theta(1),psi(1));
[ax2out,ay2out,az2out] =
ai_inv_rot_f(ax_i(:,2),ay_i(:,2),az_i(:,2),phi(2),theta(2),psi(2));
[ax3out,ay3out,az3out] =
ai_inv_rot_f(ax_i(:,3),ay_i(:,3),az_i(:,3),phi(3),theta(3),psi(3));
[ax4out,ay4out,az4out] =
ai_inv_rot_f(ax_i(:,4),ay_i(:,4),az_i(:,4),phi(4),theta(4),psi(4));
ax_i_0_offest=[ax1out ax2out ax3out ax4out];
ay_i_0_offest=[ay1out ay2out ay3out ay4out];
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az_i_0_offest=[az1out az2out az3out az4out];
%define Least Square estimator parameters
P0=1e3*eye(l_ahat);
%increasing magnitude causes faster
convergence but more senstivie to sensor noise effects
lambda=5;
%inverse of time constant in forgetting
factor, increasing cause faster convergence, use 0.98 if discrete LS
estimator is used
lambda0=1.5;
%assume lambda>lambda0 if varying lambda
model is used (pg 375, Slotine)
k0=norm(P0)*5;
%k0>norm(P0) (pg 377, Slotine)
use_const_lambda_sw=1;
%=1, use constant lambda; =0, use varying
lambda
if( constraint_flag>0.5 )
Q=eye(4);
%weighting function for weighted least
squares
Q(1,1)=1e1;
%increasing Q(1,1) weights first
measurement (Ax_i) more
Q(2,2)=1e1;
%increasing Q(2,2) weights second
measurement (Ay_i) more
Q(3,3)=1e1;
%increasing Q(3,3) weights third
measurement (Az_i) more
Q(4,4)=1e-10;
%increasing Q(4,4) weights constraint
equation more, try setting Q(1:3,1:3)=1e-7
else
Q=eye(3);
%weighting function for weighted least
squares
Q(1,1)=1e1;
%increasing Q(1,1) weights first
measurement (Ax_i) more
Q(2,2)=1e1;
%increasing Q(2,2) weights second
measurement (Ay_i) more
Q(3,3)=1e1;
%increasing Q(3,3) weights third
measurement (Az_i) more
end
Ax1p=ax_i(:,1);Ay1p=ay_i(:,1);Az1p=az_i(:,1);
Ax1m=ax_i(:,2);Ay1m=ay_i(:,2);Az1m=az_i(:,2);
Ax2p=ax_i(:,3);Ay2p=ay_i(:,3);Az2p=az_i(:,3);
Ax2m=ax_i(:,4);Ay2m=ay_i(:,4);Az2m=az_i(:,4);
%run Simulink solution
if( constraint_flag>0.5 )
sim('LS_weighted_estimation_s')
else
sim('LS_weighted_estimation_no_constraint_eq_s')
end
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A.7

Flight Response Data Inputs

Figure 61: Inputs for Flight Data for Test Cases 1, 2, 3 and 4

Figure 62: Inputs for Flight Data for Small Acceleration Magnitude
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Figure 63: Inputs for Flight Data for Medium Acceleration Magnitude

Figure 64: Inputs for Flight Data for Large Acceleration Magnitude
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A.8

Accelerations Read by Accelerometers

Figure 65: Acceleration Read by Accelerometers for Test Case 1, 2, 3, and 4

Figure 66: Acceleration Read by Accelerometers for Small Acceleration Magnitude Flight Data
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Figure 67: Acceleration Read by Accelerometers for Medium Acceleration Magnitude Flight Data

Figure 68: Acceleration Read by Accelerometers for Large Acceleration Magnitude Flight Data
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